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C« SAANICH SEEKS WAY TO PROHIBIT MOBILE HOMES
'15 Dogs And 29 Kids In Each Trailer’
WOULD LOWER UNO VALUES COUNCIL CONTENDS




Can Blaze Own Trail
A proposed federal government 
guaranteed income plan for self- 
employed fishermen may be 
“just a way of removing 
fishermen from getting help 
when they need it,” claims Reg 
Payne, president of the Victoria- 
Sidney-Sooke local of the United 
Fishermen and Allied Workers 
union.
Although he has never seen any 
details of the proposed plan, 
Payne said he understood it 
would work on somewhat the 
samfe basis as farmers’ crop 
insurance.
“They want to take fishermen 
off unemployment insurance,” 
Payne said, adding however, that 
the new plan is “not exactly a 
guaranteed income.”
“It might not solve the problem 
at all,” he said.
The position taken by the union, 
Payne said, has always been that 
“we should be included under 
unemployment insurance on the 
same basis as anyone else.”
At present, fishermen are 
considered seasonal workers for 
unemployment purposes and are 
not bound by the act’s income 
ceiling, he said.
Earnings in , the fishing in­
dustry are very low, Payne 
concluded, often for reasons 
beyond the fishermen’s control.
Vancouver Island organizer for 
the union, Bert Ogden, described 
the announcemnt of the plan by 
Fisheries Minister Romeo 
Leblanc as “another attempt at 
doing something which has been 
tried unsuccessfully.”
A federal attempt to exclude 
fishermen from unemployment 
insurance had been tried before, 
Ogden said, adding that union 
members would fight to maintain 
their benefits under the unem­
ployment insurance act.
Ogden said the new scheme is 
just an attempt on the part of the 
government to save money. A 
fisherman who has worked for 
eight weeks may now collect 
unemployment insurance during 
the winter. ,
If the proposed plan is a better 
deal for fishermen than the 
present system, Ogden said, they 
may consider it.
In announcing the plan, 
Leblanc said it had still not been 
settle whether it will result in 
cessation of unemployment in­





NO LIQUOR will be sold in this building said the liquor 
control board last week, when it refused permission to 
convert the church to a neighbourhood pub. Parking 
limitations and sewage disposal problems were main 
reasons given for the refusal.
REMAINS BUY
Pub Application Refused For N. Saanich Building
The Assembly of God Church I 
on East Saanich Road won’t 
become a neighbourhood pub 
after all,
The church, offered for sale by 
the congregation for $69,900, was 
the subject of an application to 
North Saanich council last week 
lo have the half acre site rezoned 
to commercial for the purpose of 
operating an “English Style 
Pub.”
Made on behalf of Mrs. Ellen 
Kaye, the application was 
referred to the district's com­
munity development committee 
for study and report.
Real estate salesman Bill 
Ratcliffe told The Review 
Friday, however, that « 
provincial liquor control 
representative had viewed the 
site and luid said it would not be
F*arking areas are insufficient, 
Ratcliffe said, and the site does 
not have enough space for 
required septic disposal fields.
The Assembly of God 
congregation own property near 
the corner of McDonald Park 
Road and the highway (next to 
Roy’s Chevron) and plan to build 
a large church on it when the old 
building is sold.
Ratcliffe said Friday that the 
sale of the property to Mrs, Kaye 
lind fallen through as a result of 
the liquor board declsioh, adding 
that the' main church building 
would tic ideal for another church 
group,
It would have made a "great 
Iiub, though, he said,
Mrs. Kaye has operated Uic 
Pinehaven, MaeflowtM* and 
Shamrock rest homes in Sidney 
and North Saanich
Members of Central Saanich 
council reaffirmed Monday their 
decision not to spend municipal 
funds on improvement of a 
section of Lochside Drive as a 
trail.
Meeting in committee, the 
mayor and aldermen heard a 
further letter on the subject from 
Albert R. Davidson, a Victoria 
resident and member of the 
Victoria Natural History Society.
Council’s first decision on the 
matter followed two previous 
letters, one from a Welch Road 
resident requesting improvement 
of the road between Martindale 
and Island View, and another 
from the South Saanich Farmers’ 
Institute opposing opening of the 
gazetted road.
Referring to an account of 
council’s last meeting which 
appeared in an out of town 
newspaper, Davidson quoted a 
comment of attributed to Aid. 
Dave Hill to the effect “that any 
gazetted road is for public use 
and council can’t block it.”
“There is no necessity for your 
municipality to spend money on 
this Crown property, ” Davidson 
said, “but the farmer’s have 
certainly blocked it themselves 
between Martindale and Island 
View Road at the south end,” 
adding that it appeared the 
farmers were trying to have the 
sixty-six foot road allowance 
made into farmland.
Claiming that such blockage is 
illegal, Davidson requested that 
the roadway be cleared by those 
who blocked it.
As Central Saanich becom^ 
more urban, Davidson continued, 
“this right-of-way for pedestrians 
and equestrians, away from all 
traffic, will become increasingly 
precious to all those who love the 
beauty of your municipality.” 
“Also, the value of this right-of- 
I way to your municipaliry cannot 
be put into dollars.
“Saanich municipality have 
clearly realized this, as, ex­
cluding the section mentioned 
above, this path extends all the 
way from Blenkinsop Lake to 
Island View Road and beyond.
Davidson concluded with the 
comment that he was .sure all 
members of the Victoria Natural 
History Society and all 
“outdoor loving people” would 
support his request.
Aldermen appeared to greet 
1 the letter with mixed reactions; 
agreeing ttoit the raad could not 
officially be closed, but con-
THESE WILD DEER ^appear un- grounds, seemingly unaware that bow 
concerned by both low flying airplanes hunting is again legal in North 
and the recent chan^ in game la'ws on Saanich, 
the peninsula. Many inhabit the airport
Now provincial legislation may 
make mobile homes compatible 
with all other forms of house 
construction, but that's not likely 
to stop Central Saanich from 
finding some way to limit their 
installation in the municipality.
Aid. Earl Tabor led the attack 
on the mobile housing units, at 
Monday's meeting at the sub­
division and -zoning committee, 
contending that council would be 
■■flooded with applications" for 
such housing and claiming that 
••there'd be 1.5 dogs and 29 kids in 
each trailer.”
In a written report to the 
committee. Services Inspector 
N.M. Porter explained that the 
B.C. provincial building code had 
exempted all mobile homes 
manufactured under Canadian 
Standards A s .s o c i a t i o n 
specification Z240 from 
requiremenLs of the national 
building code.
Effect of this fehange. he said, 
would be to make mobile 
prefabricated homes subject only 
to the restrictions now placed on 
on-site constructed houses.
Council considered, the report 
said, that integration of mobile 
homes into new and existing 
subdivisions would have a ten­
dency to “cause land v a ides to 
drop and would change the 
character of such areas.’’
(^ouncil, he added, had asked 
Itim to investigate ways in which 
mobile homes could be restric­
ted:"-
Discussions with the municipal
solicitor, Porter, said, indicated 
that they could not be controlled 
by zoning regulations, “as the 
municipal act does not give local 
councils the power to restrict 
methods of construction.”
The district’s building bylaw, 
however, and specifically the 
section dealing with “house 
moves” could be appled.
Under this regulation, homes 
being moved into an area must 
have a value one and one-quarter 
times that of adjacent houses — 
within a 200 foot radius.
Mobile homes could still be 
erected, committee was told, in 
rural areas — and, possibly, as 
the first units in any new sub­
division. ■
“There is a tremendous 
demand for this type of housing,” 
committee chairman Ray 
Lamont told the meeting, adding 
that it would be detrimental to 
the district's subdivisions.
Agreeing with Lamont, Aid. 
Percy Lazarz said the committee 
Continued on Page 2
'■FIREGHIEF:’;:-'-
ELECTION,;
Thursday eyening Sidney 
Volunteer firemen will again be 
electing their chief for the next 
two years, and for die first time 
in .several years, more Than one
man is seeking the job. ; V ^ *
MebBaldwin, The Review has, 
learned, will; be competing: with 
Hugh Lpney — present head of. 
the department for the job. ^
MGIJNTIES INVIGORATED
■ * ;BY:SPEGiM;;;DIET
Members of the 20 man RGMP 
floor hockey team are un­
dergoing secret training sessions 
for the* forthcoming match with 
the Review press team.
“Some of our chaps are quite 
enthusiastic,” says (jorporal 
Doug Ashbee of the local detach­
ment. “We’re giving them a 
special diet of raw liver and fish 
to build their strength up. It’s 
making quite a difference.”
The game, which will take 
place at Parkland School on 
Dec, 15 is open to the public. 
During the contest a hat will be 
pa.ssed around and tlie money
bcJlected -will be given towards 
youth activities on the peninsula.
A cup has been put up by North 
Saanich resident Lt. Colonel 
James Brown-Hardinge. “It is 
possible ! will be able to attend 
toe game in person,” said the 98- 
year-old retired army officer. 
“However, I dislike being lifted 
up steps in my wheelchair and 
must inquire about facilities for 
my attendance.”
Brown-Hardinge has been 
invited to present the cup 





Anticjiie Mac hine ry ■Fo; Be; bisplayecl^
A $27,000 Local Initiatives 
Program grant has been 
awarded to the Saanich 
Historical Artifacts Society for 
land preparation on the site of a 
proposed working farm and 
museum.
Society President Art Gardner 
told The Review Tuesday tlie 
grant was approved the previous 
afternoon and was subject only to 
signature and then payment 
would begin immediately.
Two- months ago the society 
was given the green light by the 
B.C. Land Commission to 
establish a small working farm 
using antique machinery on 18
acres of provincial greenbelt land 
off thb Pat Bay highway near 
Island View.
The society was told it could 
clear and improve the land, but 
could not begin any construction 
until terms of the lease were 
worked out and the lease signed.
Gardner said that as yet 
hothing further has^ been heard 
regarding the lease but he is 
hopeful word will be forthcoming 
shortly. In the meantime, work 
will begin immediately on 
clearing the land and doing 
improvements, other than 
construction.
The grant provides for 20(1 man-
TWENTY-ONE CONDOMINIUM UNITS
Continued on Page 2
BUitnble for a iwb operation.
WELFAREROLLS 
IN DETAIL,
A letter to Central Saanich 
from the department of human 
resources, read to committee 
Monday evening, gave a break­
down of the status of persons in 
the district receiving social 
I asslftianco.
In reply to a request from 
council, the ItMler said there are a 
total of 63 persons on social 
assistance; two couples, 15 single 
persons and the balance mothers 
with dependent children.
Despite allegations made earlier 
this year by one alderman, no 
dogs or cals were listed,
A twenty-one unit townhouse 
development may bo cojistructed 
on Verdier Avenue, near the 
intersection of WaveiTy.
Central Saanich subdivision 
and zoning committee Monday 
evening referred an application 
for the development to the 
districl'.s advisory planning 
commission for their con- 
aidernlion — required under a 
recently approved bylaw, making 
comm issioti coiitvidera lion 
mandatory on all rozoning and 
land use contract applications.
The L'/ acre Kite already 
contains an uparlment block, 
slated for demolition if the 
development is approved.
A spokesman for applicant J. 
Cooney told the committee that 
condominium sale of the units is 
contemplated.
The spokesman described tin; 
drawings presoirted as a
“prclimimmy proposal,”
The developers wanted to get 
the concept before council, to 
open discussion on the ap 
plication, and to seek agreement 
in principle for “the development 
ns a whole." he said.
Council, he said, would be 
aware of the need for “this sort 
of housing in all areas, 
describing it as a more intensive 
use of the land 
The development could, he 
claimed, be integrated with the 
area with taste and care, 
Development officer Gay 
Wheeler told the committee the 
matter had been ”on the books 
since 1972i adding that the site 
had been declared a de velopment 
area by council.
The advisory planning com 
mission arc expected to consider 
the development at their next 
meeting on December 2,
UMBERING UP is part o( the drama program ol- 
Parkland School, and UKNsestudents, under the direction 
of teacher Doug Bambrough, give a demonstration of 
their .skill to students at North Saanich School,
weeks of work.
Gardner said they will likely 
lave seven men working full­
time until the spring. Then, if the 
ease is granted, minor con- ; 
slruction could begin.
The farm, as envisioned by the ■, 
society, will include a small I 
cluster,of farm buildings, barns 
to house cattle and sheep, a 
chicken coop and pig pen, a town 
complex with a church and store, - 
a small sawmill possibly driven 
by an old steam engine, a 
workshop and a building to house 
the hundreds of pieces of antique 
machinery currently stored at 
Willard Miehell’s farm.
All the buildings will be 
authentic as possible,” Gardner 
said,'' :
The project, when completed, 
will be n place for young and old 
to come and sec a farm in 
operation. Old machinery will be 
on display and operating. There 
will be a walkway through toe 
trec.s and along the creek and Iho 
selling will be completely 
naiural, said (.Jardnur.
Ho said the society has,about : 
$5,()00 in funds, a g«)od portion of : 
wlilch would go Snip a building 
fund., "'f '"VT,^ 
“Five to«»u8and dollars won't 
go very far hut it tnlglU Initiate 
something,” he saidv : ; :
If the lease comes Uirough with 
compatible terms the society will 
apply to the federal government 
for a grant and To any other 
government or group which 
would be willing to cbntributo to 
the project, Gardner said,l 
He Is hoping for consldcrnble 
assistance from local sorvlco 
clubs and groups when the lease 
comes through,
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LOCHSIDE TRAIL
Continued from Page 1
cerned about costs of improving 
it and the detrimental effects on 
farmers in the area.
“Agriculturists should have the 
right to protect their stock in­
terests,” said Alb. Ray Lamont, 
preceedidg it witli the comment 
that people vi^ho wish to use the 
road allowance should be able to 
do so.
There have been times, 
however, Lamont said, when 
gates across such roads have 
been left open — allowing 
livestock to wander.
“Gates should be respected,” 
he said.
Referring to a letter critical of 
council which appeared in an out 
of town newspaper last week. 
Aid. Percy Lazarz said he din’t 
mind being narrow-minded oc­
casionally.
With a municipality that is 80 
per cent rural, he said, it is 
essential that farmers be 
protected.
“I don’t feel we should be 
opening up all wild trails,” he 
said, adding that to do so would 
cost taxpayers a lot of money.
“There’s a limit,” he said. 
“Those who want to use these 
trails should pay for them.”
If such roads are opened up, 
Lazarz said, farmers would have 
to fence their fields, adding that 
he didn’t feel they should be 
“saddled with this expense.”
Defending council’s past ef­
forts in establishing trails in the 
community. Aid. Tom Michell 
said that, in the past, all requests 
for horse trails have been given 
consideration.
On the west side of the district, 
he said, a trail “extends from 
Island View to Mount Newton.”
Debate concluded shortly after 
Aid. Dave Hill’s comment that 
the municipality had “better 
things to do” with its money than 
improve the section of Lochside, 
although if people want “to blaze 
a trail there, they are free to do 
so.”
MOBILE HOMES
Continued from Page I
should “protect taxpayers here 
today in built-up areas.”
Some separate site should be 
developed for mobile homes, he 
said. .
'^picking up this suggestion, 
Lamont said the district might 
specify an area for a mobile 
home subdivision, “steering 
(mobile home owneis) away” 
from other parts of the 
municipal%. ^
Aid. Dave Hill and Earl Tabor 
both suggested extension of the 
present 200 foot radius 
designation in tlie house moving 
reguladbn to a greater distance: 
as much as 2000 feet. Hill 





“every corner” of 
municipality, said Tabor.
Another suggestion came from 
Lazarz.
He wanted to refuse ap 
plications, then “when the 
legalities come forwaid,” discuss 
the matter with the'provincial 
government, explaining why 
Central Saanich does not want 
mobile homes “scattered 
throu^out the municipality.”
As a result of the discussion, 
municipal planners will be 
. requested to consider mobile 
home areas when developing the 
“over all community plan.”
Further consideration will also 
be given to -extending “house 
move” regulations in an attempt 
to stop a mobile home influx.
Its known locally as Hagan 
Creek — part of it is officially 
named Graham Creek — and 
Central Saanich Aid. Ray 
Lamont refers to another section 
as Maber’s ditch — but, ap­
parently, its all part of the same 
watercourse.
Central Saanich council had 
written recently to the provincial 
government asking why Hagan 
Creek water rights certificates 
had been altered to read Graham 
Creek.
Aid. Percy Lazarz, who has 
water rights on the creek, 
brought the matter to council’s 
attention, sparking some concern 
that a government functionary 
was meddling with the district’s 
history.
At Monday evening’s com­
mittee sessions a number of 
letters were read by Clerk- 
administrator Fred Durrand, 
bringing some light to the matter.
According to the province, the 
first name recorded for the 
stream was Graham Creek 
appearing on maps dated 1920. In 
1934, the name Hagan Creek firs 
appeared — but only for a portion 
of the distance covered by the 
watercourse, flowing into Hagan 
Bight.
Thus, or so it seemed after a 
somewhat confused discussion, 
Hagan Creek is the main creek 
and Graham Creek is a tributary.
“But I’ve always called that 
Maber’s ditch,” said Lamont.
“That’s right,” someone else 
mumbled.
And discussion ceased.
On November third of this year 
Barry L. Lorton of Nanaimo was 
in his vehicle on Durrance Lake 
Road. He was alone. On the back 
seat were lodged two plants.
During his travels along the 
road he encountered game 
warden Jack Lenfesty, a resident 
of Brentwood. Officer Lenfesty 
scrutinized the two plants and 
informed Sidney RCMP that he 
suspected them of being 
marijuana.
Lorton appeared in Sidney 
court Monday and pleaded guilty 
to being in possession of 
marijuana.
“Well, what have you got to say 
about this,” asked Judge Denzil 
Ashby of the gentleman.
"I have nothing to say,” he 
replied.
“Well what were you going to 
do with these plants?”
“I was going to put them on 
show in an arboretum.”
“What do you do for a living?” 
asked the Judge.
“Tm a credit officer with the 
Industrial Development Bank.”
“You should know better than 
to be playing around with that 
sort of stuff,” said Ashby. “I’m 
fining you $75.”
'attempt Plmmie#
RCMP lJOGlC 'ESCAPES ME’ - TRUSTEE
Saanich Peninsula School 
Board’s request to have school 
‘si^s pds^ and the’ sp^ limit 
reduced 10 20 mph on Resthaven 
Drive ; between Ardwell and 
Bevan vwas turned down by 
Sidney council follov/ing a 
recommendation by Sidney 
v:rc:mp..';.
: A letter was read at the regular 
board meeting Monday from Sgt. 
A1 Tomlins, head of Sidney 
detachment, in which he noted: 
“there are adequate crosswalks 
and sidewalks for safe passage of 
school children.”
He said Resthaven Drive is in 
good repair, affords good 
visibility and is a main artery 
into the town from the nortliern 
residential aren, A traffic count 
at Malaview and Resthaven 
Drive between 8:00 a.m. and 8:30 
a.in. showed 114 vehicles had 
gone tiu-bugh the intersection in 
that period. A similar count was 
taken at Ardwcll Avenue and 
Resthaven and showed 97 
vehicles passing the intersection 
dt the same time period.
He added a radar unit had been 
used during school hours and it 
was found no vehicles were 
travelling at high speeds or 
without regard for students or 
bicycle riders.
Ho concluded: “In view of the 
amount of traffic using 
Resthaven Drive during school
hours and the good road con­
ditions in the area, we feel tliat 
the proposed signs and the 
reduced speed limit are ; not 
justified.’’,'^.V:’;; :';;;^':r.
This recommendation was 
accepted by Sidney council and 
the school board was informed 
the signs would not be install^.
T don’t want to take on the 
RCMP single-handed,” said 
Trustee Norma Sealey, “but I am 
disturbed about their reasoning.”
“To say 114 cars went through 
one intersection and 97 through 
another and use that to justify not 
putting in the signs. . . .that sort 
of logic really escapes me,” she 
said.
Sealey said what it amounted to 
was that because there were so 
many vehicles using the road 
that, in 'itself, justified having 
higher speeds.
“I just can’t find any logic in 
Uiat argument,” she said.
School Board Chairman 
Rubymay Parrott agreed with 
Sealey saying she thought it was 
most perculiar, that in view of the 
number of cars travelling the 
road, they didn’t recommend a 
reduction in speed.
Sealey was instructed by the 
school board to sec if .she couldn’t 
reason further with the RCMP 
and convince them of the 
necessity of lowering the speed 
limit along Resthaven Drive.
SOCCER COACHING
Under the auspices of the B.C. 
fitness and amateur sport grant 
to soccer, a number of soccer 
coaching clinics are being 
planned throughout the province 
for 1975.
Film presentation, workshops, 
seminars or coaching clinics will 
result in participants receiving 
certification for having attended 
an ‘Introduction to Soccer 
Coaching.”.
Interested groups should 
contact Mr. Bill McAllister, 
technical director for soccer, 
B.C. Fitness and Amateur Sport 
office. No. 319 - 716 Courtney St., 
■VictOTia.’:.'."'-
Work crews on the Island High­
way Monday caused Frank T. 
Wilson to be a few minutes late 
arriving in Sidney court. As the 
Judge later put it to the court, 
this was a most fortunate event: 
his delayed arrival handicapped 
the proseputor’s attempt to seek 
a jail term for the gentleman.
Wilson pleaded guilty to a 
charge of impaired driving. He 
had been stopped and in­
terviewed by local RCMP on 
Lochside Drive at 1:30 a.m. on 
November 9th.
Presecutor Peter Birkett in 
formed the court that the accused 
“performed certain physical 
tests with difficulty” and sub­
sequently blew .17 percent on the 
breathalizer machine.
Birkett also said that because 
Wilson had a previous conviction 
the Crown would seek “greater
punishment.”
This appeared to puzzle the 
defendant. “Why was it brought 
up that 1 had a record?” he 
asked.
“It’s part of the formalities.” 
said Birkett, shielding his eyes 
from bright sunlight as he spoke. 
“The law requires that you be 
served with notice of this 
before you enter a plea.”
“I served my time when they 
convicted me the last time," said 
Wilson. I did a month in 
Wilkinson Road."
“What do you do for a living," 
asked Judge .Ashby.
“Forestry....! was on my 
holidays then and went in and did 
the time.”
‘Unfortunately,” said .Ashby, 
speaking of the case before the 
court, “The minimum penalty is 
14 days....”
The presecutor explained that 
Wilson had been fined $300 on his 
previous impaired charge.
“I told them I didn’t want to 
pay for it,” said the accused. 
“They didn’t haul me off to jail 
right away.”
“In stead of paying the fine you 
went to jail?” queried Ashby.
Wilson nodded. “I have no way 
to fight against you guys,” he 
said. “You guys just prove more 
against me anyways.”
“That’s not the case at all—” 
said Ashby. “Did you read this 
notice over?”
“Not fully.”
“I want to be absolutely fair to 
this man,” said Ashby ad­
dressing the entire court. “I 
remember him coming into the 
courtroom. He was late. ..”
The prosecutor agreed. He rose 
and said the Crown would not 
deal with him as a second of­
fender.
Ashby asked Wilson is he was 
married.
“Yea,” he said.
“How many in the farhily?”
“Two kids.”
“How much do you make 
month?” >
The gentleman turned and 
spoke to his wife. “About $500 he
said.“Well I’m going to fine you 
$400,” said Ashby. “It’s very 
fortunate that you’re not going to
jail__ if you had arrived here
before court had commenced you 
would be going to jail. Can you 
pay $50 a month?”
The gentleman’s wife nodded 
and Ashby smiled. “She appears 
to be chancellor of the ex­
chequer__ watch your step
Frank. One of these days they’re 
going to catch up with you. Next 
time it could be three months in 
jail. That’s a long time—you’re 
a very lucky young fellow.”
BRENTWOOD BARGAIN 
BARN
Check our prices before you buy or sell anything
— Used Furniture — T.V.’s Appliances.
— Tools — What have you.




Deep Cove resident Gerhard 
Rehm was stopped by Sidney 
RCMP on the Patricia Bay High­
way August 9lh at 1:30 a.m. They 
had observed his car “weaving 
across the centerline.”
“He showed the usual signs of 
impairment," said Crown 
Prosecutor Peter Birkett on 
Monday. Rehm had blown .16 
percent on the breathalizer 
machine following his interview 
with the RCMP.
He was subsequently charged 
with having too high a blood 
alcohol content.
“Have you anything to say." 
asked the Judge of Mr. Rehm. 
“No your Honor.”
“What do you do for a living?” 
“I’m a landscape designer.’ 
“You’re fined $350."
.9
TRAIN AT HOME 
for an exciting career as
MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST
Learn how you may become a medical receptionist tnrougn our 
home study program.
WRITE TODAY giving phone number to:
^rainin^ ^nititute dlttl.
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_ ST. MARY’S A.C.W.- :;
St. Mary's A.C.W. held a 
special 50th Anniversary lun­
cheon for Mr. & Mrs. Ivor 
Palmer, Stellys X Rd., on 
Monday, November 12 in St. 
Mary’s Church Hall, Cultra 
Avenue. The hall was beautifully 
decorated for the occasion and, 
following a delicious pot-luck 
luncheon, a beautiful an­
niversary cake - made and 
decorated by Mrs. R. Jackson - 
was cut and served. Guests were 
Mr. Si Mrs. Palmer, their 
dau^ter and grandson Mrs. 
Muriel Prokapow and Michael, 
the Reverend Ivan and Mrs. 
Putter, a.s well as husbands of the 
A.C.W. members.
On Saturday December 7, from 
10 a.m. to 12 noon there will be an 
exhibition of hand-made 
Christmas cards in St. Mary’s 
Church Hall, Cultra Avenue. 
These cards are all entries from 
the Children’s Christmas card 
contest - under the auspices of the 
A.C.W. with Mrs. D. Creed, co­
ordinator. A request goes out for 
old Christmas cards for exhibit at 
this time • the older the better. 
Donuts and coffee will be 
available. An invitation is ex­
tended to everyone wishing to 
come and enjoy the exhibit and a 
cup of coffee.
Thomas Guthrie, Siddal Road, 
Sidney, charged with impaired 
driving on the 1st of November 
appeared in Sidney court Mon­
day.
He pleaded guilty.
“Police officers,” said the 
prosecutor, “noted the vehicle on 
Resthaven Drive. It was moving 
from one side to another.”
Mr. Guthrie subsequently blew 
.22 percent on the breathalizer 
machine.
“Have you anything to say?” 
asked the Judge.
“No sir.”
“What do you do for a living?”
“Tm retired from the armed 
forces and now w’ork with the 
Department of Fisheries.”
“Where had you been 
drinking?”
“With friends. I’ve never had a 
charge before, not in 30 years of 
driving.”
“You’ve had a pretty clean 




Interested in Helping Self and Others. 
Training Prwided Through Saanich
Peninsula Guidance Association.
Send Ansf Pertinent Information To
Boi Nymber
WE’RE READY FOR CHRlSTRflAS THIS WEEKS SPECIAL
RE-BUILDING JOB on Stellys Gross Road between in 
Wallace Drive and West Saanich Road has been delayed ' 
by wet weather, works chairman Tom Michell said 
Monday . Work will continue as soon as the road is dry 
enough to pave.
STELLYS REPAIRS NEED GOOD WEA’THER
All that's needed to complete 
the resurfacing of Stellys Cross 
Road is “four days of good 
weather”.
’rhat was the simple ex­
planation given the Central 
Saanich public works committee 
Monday evening by chairman 
Tom Michell, who also told the 
meeting he had received “a lot of 
complaints” about the road in the 
past few days,
Michell said that the section of 
roiid between Wallace Drive and 
West Saanich could not be left in 
it.s present condition all winter, 
but clear weather is required to 
further dry the road surface 
Iwjfore paving can tM.>gin. An 
additional one inch of crushed 
rock will likely be laid on the road 
iKJfore paving, ho said.
Ho explained that the road had 
bcetUoo soft to pave .shorllv aftiu-
work commenced on its 
upgrading in October, and then 
severe rains had worsened the 
situation.
When completed, the road 
reconstruction will cost a total of 
$30,000.
If
XMAS CARDS <» TREE DECORATIONS 





Idoal Stocking StuHer 
$198Reg $2.2n
TkeTkoa^lst Sliop
7167 West Saanich Road
652-3612
Open Mninluy thru Saturday !):00 to 5; so
(NEXT TO rilE POST OEEK'E)
BRENTWOOD BAY
in
If we pay 85%
of salaries
Whore meats are a specialtv. net a sld^Uiia
'll '’I
LOCAL BOTCHERS





You'll find a wido assortment of light industrial and (turn 
macrtinery ana equipment on our pig sales llaor - tor the 
hebby: farmer, the profeGSicnai farmer and the 
industrial (iomractor! Drop in tor,a look and a cofteol







v.Tt G roasting CHICKEN
EUTUEr S BROmERS
Farm d IntiuistrM Equipmant f Pumpn & Irrigation 
KKATING CROSSIWADS, VICTORIA, II.C. 
Far service telephone B5MI2I










If youi' Inm ciunlifier. i.(ni,i 
you would like to sot up <10 
indicdf.al triiifiint') (jicKii.im (or 
woik(3t& facing joh liarnuts, 
Cnnrtdct MnniJower could (j.iy 
ns mucli ns 8!vof each rinv 
|)loy('.'c;';.i t.al.My.
Our tfefmmorr of n worker 
iaciiKj jOU I'lninoni in 
it's nriyicix* wi.vn c,auuol rjct o. 
hold (I lol).
Wo cun |)ay u|.i to n 
lurrui oi .^inU a vvuuK, (jius 
tho dirofM cost of ttv'.' trair'iii'O 
prot‘,|rnm you act up in co-
vvitlr Ifio irrovincf.r r)f 
British Cal(rir.i)i;i
And tlir.r tramiiK) ptogr,an) 
juiU ttoeds to l:io hosed on 
skills and kumvlisdr).',! ii‘jr.'d m 
your husinrrss, ns Icii'ut nrs
ifroy uie skil!;': th.il nie vvidel-,
14. tehtr* (U Mam'll
W.2
uS(.>d
A.r indiif-trint training cor.,: 
ui yo.ri n»;'niu;,,i Cnnnr.la 
MijniJower ConlrtVwi!! iio 
h<it,5|)y tci H.t down vvitl‘1 you and 
uisi.u!-,:. yuui li.iitnng planr..
It r,(j( oat f'.ciw way to lujlp 
your sell vvhilo hrdpmg oIIksi's,
For aervlce Ik quality shop the 2400 Block Beacon Ave.
650-5501
Open Hally HtOO a.m. to p.m. 
SFECIALIXING IN'FEESII CUT MEATS ■ 
AND HOME FREEZING SUPPLIES
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OBITUARIES
PATERSON
In Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
on November 21st, 1974, Mrs. 
.Mary Charlotte Paterson, aged 83 
years. Born in Moorbattle, Kelso, 
Scotland and a resident of Sidney 
and Deep Cove, B.C. for many 
years; formerly of East 
Kelowna, B.C. She leaves her 
sons, John, Victoria, B.C., Bill, 
Nanaimo, B.C. and George. West 
Vancouver. B.C.; daughter. Mrs. 
S.K. (f'enella) Gibbs, Sidney. 
B.C.; 9 grandchildren andl great 
grandchild. Private memorial 
service was held in the Holy 
Trinity .Anglican Church. Sidney,
B.C. on Monday. 





C r e m a t i 0 n. j 
bv the Sands
Funeral Chapel of Roses, Sidnev. 
B.C.
NEUFELD
At Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
on November 18. 1974, Pastor 
John Dietrich .N'eufeld. age 89 
years. Born in South Dakota and 
resident of Sidnev. B.C..
residing at 10473 Resthaven 
Drive. He leaves his wife. 
Wilhelmina iMinna) at home, 
son, John S.. Toppenish, 
Washington, daughter Mrs. 
Edgar ;01ga' Brewer, Glendale, 
California, five grandchildren, 
three great grandchildren; step­
sons. Rudy R. Kwiram. Victoria, 
B.C.. Bernard K. Kwiram. 
Lumby, B.C. and .Alvin L. 
Kwiram, Seattle, Washington, 
step-daughters, Mrs. .Adolph 
(Martha) Hkulm, and Mrs. .Ar­
nold (ElsieO Golke. River Hills, 
Manitoba, sister. Mrs. Eva 
Go'ertzen. Courtenay. B.C.
The late Pastor Neufeld will lie 
in state in The Seventh Day 
Adventist Church. 10469 
Resthaven Drive, Sidney. B.C., 
on Thursday. November 21. 1974, 
at 4;30 p.m. Service was held at 
8;00 p.m. Pastor Alex Ramsay 
officiating. Interment in Mount 
Hope Cemetery. College Place, 
Washington. Arrangements by 
the Sands Funeral Chapel of 
Rose. Sidnev. B.C.
Groceries - Fruit - Vegetables
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE
SIDNEY CASH & CARRY
LTD.
Beacon Avenue Phone 656-1171
NEW KIWANIANS, members ot the 
newly formed Sidney Kiwanis Club, 
posed recently for photographer 
Bernadette Mertens. They are, first 
row (left to right): Dan Johnson, Phil 
Merrett, Hugh Hollingworth, Gib Baal,
Len Adamson, Bill Morris; second 
row: Grant Ballard, Frank McLennan. 
Gosta Richt; third row; Rod Cameron. 
Ralph Dahl. A1 Shrieves, Hugh Loney, 
Stan Wilson, Norm Watling, Tony 
Carvalhal.
mwm Ei^UIPMENT F®II REST HAVEN
Two new washer sanitizing 
units have been added to Rest 
Haven Hospital facilities, thanks 
to the efforts of the Hospital 
Auxiliary. These new modern 
units cost approximately $3,000 — 
$2,000 of this was provided by the 
auxiliary and $1,000 by hospital 
insurance.
The new units will cut the time 
required for washing and 
sanitizing equipment from 30
minutes to a little under 3 
minutes per load, relieving 
nursing staff for more personal 
patient care, said hospital ad­
ministrator Lloyd Bell.
Over the past few years, he 
said the auxiliary have made it 
possible for the hospital to pur­
chase about $36,000 dollars worth
of cciuipment, $24,000 of which 
they provided themselves, the 
one-third balance coming from 
Government funds.
.Mrs. D. Woldnik, president of 
the .Auxiliary was very pleased to 
see one of these new units in 




A general meeting to formulate 
Saanich Peninsula emergency 
fund plans for Christmas aid to 
the needy of the peninsula will be 
held in the Margaret Vaughn- 
Birch Hall. 4th St. Sidney, at H 
p.m,, Monday. December 2. All 
interested persons are urged to 
attend. F'or inl'ormation, phone; 
C.F. Tennant - 652-1670 or E, 
Cardie - 652-3422.









Travelling north on the West 
Saanich Road there are no speed 
limit signs posted after the school 
zone, Trustee Lois Walsh noted at 
the^ regular Peninsula School 
Board meeting Monday.
She termed the lack of signs as 
“dangerous to school children 
walking dr biking.”
“There are a lot of people who 
are not driving at 30 mph once 
they leave the school zone,” she 
/said;'
■She observed there is a 30 mph 
sign posted for motorists going 
south and recommended the 
school board ask the Municipality 
of North Saanich to post a similar 
sign for motorists travelling 
north.
; The schdol board also have a 
request in to the department of 
highways for a reduction of the 50 
mph speed limit from Towner 
Park Road to Wains Road.
A letter from the district high­
ways manager informed the 
board their request has been 
forwarded to the senior traffic 
engineer with favourable 
recommendations,
Co-ordinators at the regional 
recycling depot on Borden Street 
in Saanich are soliciting the 
public’s opinion on how the 
operation’s future should be 
planned.
Increasing public participation 
and continued funding by the 
Capital Regional District has 
“brought recycling safely 
through its birth stages to a new 
sense of stability and public 
acceptance,” a release from the 
centre said last Week.
The. question now facing co­
ordinators is “just where do we 
go from here?”
“How can (the centre) itioye 
ahead to a more comprehensive 
regional system, while retaining 
the, unique sense of public in­
volvement which has come to be 
the definition of recycling in this 
area?” is the main question depot 
managers David Jackman and 
Donald Sher would like the, public 
to help them answer.
Peninsula people who want lo 
make their opinions know may 
contact the centre by phoning 479- 
1015 or 388-4421. If the lines are 
busy, write to 4026 Borden St., 
Victoria.
BLOCK BROS.
Top market price for 
your home, business or 
property can be yours 
by choosing the right 
company. Let me v’isit 




Fashion Eyewear with a
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED CONTACT LENSES 
COMPLETE ItEPAIR SERVICE PLASTIC EYES 
TERMS AVAILABLE
FALLCLEANING 
The town sewage treatment 
plant has been given a Uiorough 
cleaning out it was learned a I 
Sidney Council Monday evening,
pnEsenepiiciii isiPficm
T025 Douglas St. 
1105 Pnniiora Ave. 
1175 Douglas St.
1120 Yates St.




GOOD USED EQUIPMENT 
SAVES YOU MONEY
in and See This John Deere 500 LoadeFBack hoe,
Reconditioned and Ready To Go. 7500
butler BROTHERS
E»|uipmi‘ni DiviKluh 




















MIX & MATCH 
QUALITY PAUERNS
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INTERIOR FLAT SCRUBBABLE LATEX
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AlternaUve Housing
The decision apparently taken by Central Saanich 
mayor and alderman Monday — to do their best to limit 
introduction of mobile homes in the municipality was 
one that will, we believe, become less and less easy to 
^gest as time goes on.
In an ever worsening economic situation, throughout 
this country and other parts of the world, and one where 
housing costs are high on any list of inflationary in­
creases, the demands for alternative housing must 
continue to grow.
At present, only a small percentage of the working 
population can afford to purchase their own homes — 
with most available housing now priced well beyond the 
means of most Canadians.
Whether townhouses, duplexes or mobile homes — 
municipalities such as Central Saanich (and North 
Saanich as well) are going to have no alternative but to 
accept the lower cost accomodation, or suffer the fate of 
becoming a place where only the very wealthy can af­
ford to dwell.
And, while the latter eventuality may seem attractive 
to most present residents of our rural municipalities, 
they might do well to consider the ever-increasing taxes 
they will face — particularly with the eventual costs of 
such services as a water pipeline, recreation complex 
and larger hospital.
To remain reasonably priced for the individual home- 
owner, such services require a broad tax base.
A tax base that could, in part, be composed of lower 
.priced, inore intensive forms of housing.
We suggest that fears of lower land values today may 
become, dismay at an unshared tax load tomorrow.
And many peninsula people may find themselves 
forced to flee these higher costs ...to areas where lower 
priced housing is allowed.
■ : yQ Waters







9:00 a.m. Holy Communion 
9:45 a.m. Matins
ST. STEPHEN’S 
11:00 a.m. Sunday School in
Hall
11:15a.m. Holy Communion 









Rest Haven Drive. Sidney 
SERVICES
9:30a.m. Saturday Study 
11:00 a.m. Worship
7:30 p.m. Wednesday Prayer 
ALL ARE WELCOME ‘ 
Pastor A. Ramsay 
Phone 656-2756 
656-1121
Advent Sunday 1974 
ST. ANDREW’S 
FESTIVAL DAY 
ST. ANDREW’S CHURCH 
3rd St., Sidney.
2 Blocks S of Beacon.
8:00 a.m. Holy Cumumuiun 
11:15 a.m. Choral Communion 
& Sunday School 
7:15 p.m. PARISH ADVENT 
EVENSONG
HOLY TRINITY CHURCH: 
Patricia Bay.
8:00 a.m. Holy Communion 
10:00 a.m. FAMILY SERVICE 
followed by refreshments




Summer was a long time coming, and those who chose 
to take their holidays in the first part of July were 
almost completely rained out. But when it finally 
arrived, the pfent-up frustrations of boatowners who had 
spent ’weeks watching water drip down windows in their 
city offices, caused a mass migration for northern Strait 
of Georgia.
It was unquestionably the most crowded summer 
season yet in favorite cruising areas such as Desolation 
[ Sound, Lasgueti, Princess Louisa, Nelson Island. Only 
north of Stuart Island, where 90 per cent of the boats are 
from Washington State/ did the number of boats per 
squard fbot of anchorage begin to diminish.
The major bays and coves of Desolation had wall-to- 
wall boats in late July and August. On several weekends 
tliere were more than 70 boats in Squirrel Cove, and on 
most weekends it was almost impossible to find a place 
to drop the hook anywhere in Prideaux Haven or 
Melanie Coye. Farther south, the same situation existed 
at Hardy Island, where boats rafted together, or simply 
turned around and left the bay when the skippers found 
it was impossible to safely swing at anchor.
The southern Gulf Islands were not as crowded. In 
some of the more southerly areas, there was hardly a 
yachtsman to be seen, except travelling through. The 
waters are too cold for swimming south of Porlier at any 
time of year, and this, coupled with tlie better fishing 
around the more northerly areas, pushes the fleet out of 
the southern islands.
The situation at such major supply centres as West- 
view can only be described as chaotic. Boats going in for 
food, water and booze before heading into Desolation, 
were sometinies rafted up four or five deep at the 
Government Wharf. The facilities are so despei’ately 
inadequate as to defy description.
Although we tend to support the view that cruising 
yachtsmen should be free to roam the oceans unfettered 
by meaningless regulations and rip-off taxes by make- 
work bureaucracies, the case for a B.C. cruising fee is 
making more sen.se as overcrowding increases. If we 
face Uie fact that marina and other facilities for 
yachtsmen must be about the lowest items on the 
priority list of any politician who wishes to remain in 
office, then we come to the conclusion that if we are to 
get these much needed installations we must show the 
public that the cost will not come out of general funds. 
There is no question that government floats could be 
stelMiquidating through fees.and other charges, but if 
the capital cost could be met through a tax or fee on 
those foreign yachtsmen who will be using the facilities, 
it would make the projects politically saleable. 
Canadian yachtsmen are paying for tho present 
facilities, such as they are, through federal taxes, so it 
would be fair and just that U.S. yachtsmen, who visit the 
B.C, coast by the mimy thousands each summer, pay a 
small share of the dost of providing installations which 
in many ways they have created the need for.
It should be painted out however, that most of the 
tremendous increaKo in boating population in Georgia 
Strait can not bo blamed on American visitors. A federal 
government study released in September (about which, 
more next month) shows that there are about 
110,000 boats used In the salt water areas of Georgia 
Strait,, owmed by, people living around the Strait.
Tltosc of us who have cruiscMl the coast for many years 
and whoa^e used to sharing n Beautiful cove with one or
Editor, The Review, Sir:
I wish to apobgize to your 
readers for my error in stating 
the tax dollar portion of the 
Sidney Recreation Commission 
budget was only $2500 - it is in fact 
$7500. But even at that it is a 
small amount for the population 
of Sidney, when we look at what 




Editor, The Review, Sir:
I would like to express my 
appreciation to the voters of 
North Saanich and to the many 
persons working on my behalf for 
the gratifying results of the 
municipal election of November 
16. It is a credit to the people of 
North Saanich whose political 
maturity was displayed 
favourably when 43:2 per cent of 
the registered voters took the 
trouble to exercise their voting
franchise. This assurance of 
widespread support will be very 
helpful during council 
deliberations in the months 
ahead.
As you may be aware, the 
newly-elected aldermen who are 
not incumbants will not be in 
business until the inaugural 
council meeting in January, 1975. 
In the meantime, it is my in­
tention to carry out background 
studies of North Saanich issues so 
that I may represent you in a non­
partisan, thoughtful manner. 
With this in mind, I hope the 
residents of North Saanich will 
give me their views concerning 
our short term aind long term 
goals: I would be pleased to hear 
from you at 6564771.
Again - thank you - voters of 
North Saanich.
JACK SCOTT
9830 5th Street 
Sunday
9:30 a.m. The Lord’s Supper 
11:00 a.m. Famiy Bible House 
and Sunday School 
7:00 p.m. Evening Service
Wednesday
8 p.m. Prayer & Bible Study 
Jesus said





'two on |in wn'okonrl, oro f,hor'k»'H nnrl
tUsmaytxJ at finding places like Pirate.4 Cove in the 
DeCourceys crammed with (10 boats or more. But it is no 
longer a secret (hot the soutliern B.C. coast is one of tlu? 
world’s finest cruising aiea.s, and we arc going lo have 
to get accustomed to these new faet.s of life, and work to 
^make,the best of'them'/ ,■
by OEEEYKIDD (reprinted from Pacific Yacliting) |
BY MARY KIERANS 
Until 5 years ago, Lynn Caine 
and her husband lived com­
fortably in a New York apart­
ment. Attractive and fortyish, 
she was (and is) a publicity 
manager for Little, Brown 
publishers. He was a successful 
lawyer. They loved their 2 
children, aged 4 and 8, Mozart, 
fine wine and summer vacations 
in New England.
Then one day. Martin, a 
hypochondriac, confirmed his 
worst suspicions, He had cancer.
It was pronounced incurable.
WIDOW is Lynn Caine’s book 
about the death of her husband 
and her own survival. It i.s neither 
a gracefully composed elegy, nor 
a profound essay on grief, Hut its 
very ordinariness givc.s her book 
its value, She has the naivete and 
courage to pose the .specific 
questions, How (and how not) to 
tell the children'? ‘‘Got them to 
ask questions,” she advised, 
“and donU try to be ‘olinical’ or 
‘dispassionate’, Instead, show 
your own grief, and encourage 
tliern to dry." How (and how not) 
to write letters of condoicnce 
"Praise is wonderfully 
welcome." she emphasizes, and 
so is ‘‘a little humour" - "but 
don’t tell me how bud you feel, 
She urges widow.s to ait — on 
everything -• from financial 
decisions to other men.
How did Lynn Caine survive? 
By bitter flippancies scribbled 
down on yellow pjuls late at night 
("How’s my master plan, Gixl 
dear? What have you got coming 
up?"). By folk wisdom, like 
"Move the body" (she iK*dullod 
endless miles on a stationary 
bicycle). By working hard at her 
job. By ju,sl wailing out the or 
deal. .She has not remarried,
How would she do it differently 
if she had to do it again? She 
would talk abwjt death more 
openly lo licT husband, to her 
children. She wmild not try to 
'Jtiff .upper lip !t througlvAnd rhe 
would have cduplee make 
Hnaiicia! arrangements - by 
seeing to things like wills, 
i,a'vings,' and death' benefit 
which are often neglected until 
loo .late., "Money,”, six': writer 
vsavogely, "is power, Strength, 
Life, I care about money more
than 1 do about sex right now.”
Women-and men- will have to 
decide how much of the author’s 
perceptions might apply to them. 
But, as Lynn Caine reminds her 
readers, about 70 per cent of 
American women over 65 have 
been widowed at least once. 
Here, for the comfort example 
can give, is the logbook of one 
who made it through the rites of 
passage.
WIDO'W is now available from 
the Sidney-North Saanich Branch 
of the Regional Library,
NEW MORMON 
MISSIONARY 
Elder Dan L. York from Las 
Vegas, Nevada, arrived Friday 
in the Sidney area, to continue his 
missionary work for the Church 
of Jesus Christ of Lnlter-dny 
vSnlnls (Mormon).
"1 have been in Canada for a 
little over a year and was on 
Vancouver Island last winter, in 
the Duncan area,” explained 
Elder York, "I have also worked 
among the Iridiaiw quite a bit in 
Powell River and in my lust area, 
which was Abbotsford,
Elder York and his companion 
Elder Clifton can he contacted by 
phoning 652-2U29, They are just 
two of the more tluui 18,000 
missionaries working throughout 
the world for the Church of Jesus 
Christ of I.fitterday Saints.
SIDNEY
T.o.ins. No. tot
Queen of the month for Oct, 
was Judy Skinner, with a los.** of 
C>s lbs, Weekly winners were 
Gnil H, and Vi P.
Member# joined with the Wed. 
group to bear a milrltiaiial talk 
at St, Paul’s United Church by 
Mrs, Hene Phipps from the 
PapHol Region communitv 
health services brnneb. A 
question and answer period 
pi'ooved very iM'neficlal, New 
members are welcome. Phone 
Chris Drysdale, 656-527(l Group 
No 401 meets Mondays at 7:.10 
p.m. at the Kinsinm Health 
Centre (rear entrn nco),
I’m not much of a one for doing 
things alone. Seems to me that 
almost everything in life, the 
good and the bad, is more fun or 
easier to bear if it’s shared.
Still, I think there are times 
when being alone may be a kind 
of therapy. Once or twice a year, 
as I’ve been doing this week, I get 
away by myself for a couple of 
days and give all my grouches 
and frustrations and worries, 
such as they are, a good airing.
It is a form of escape, I guess. 
Certainly to be beyond the mail 
man and the telephone and the 
newspapers and The Flying Nun 
and the bill collectors and the rest 
is at least temporarily 
tranquilizing.
About the only way I can be 
reached at this woodsy her­
mitage is by a personal visit, but 
since they're rare I can count on 
being by myself. This escape, of 
course, can also mean a period of 
reflection and provides a per­
spective so that you may look 
down from a great height, as it 
were, at what suddenly seem lo 
be some rather thin troubles. 
Like those aerial maps that 
reduce mountains to ant-hills, 
things seem very much different 
from the reaches of solitude.
Being alone makes you realize, 
for one thing, how mucli you are 
conditioned by society and how 
much value, true or false, that 
you place on getting along with 
other people.
On the debit side, it brings out 
the Nt:iindertbal man in me. 1 
retrogress almost immediately, 1 
eat beans cold from the can. I 
keep a supply of wnotl precisely 
calculated to last just us long as 1 
am going to need heal and no 
more. My liou.sokeeping consisls 
entirely of doing up tho zipper of 
my sleeping hag.
This, 1 suppose, is a form or 
revolt against the fiiiidamental 
conformity of communal living 
and,, prubabjy explains Avhy 
recluses are not only eccentrics, 
but almast iilways downright 
unsanitary.
On the credit side, I find a .sort 
of heightened response to the 
things in nature that ordinarily 
go unnoticed.
Though I am a sloth at liome 
I’m u[) with the dawn when 
tliere's no need of it, prowling the 
back roads or hiking liiick into the 
valley. To obrscrve wild life and 
vegetation wi.tbout Hie con­
firmation or response of a 
comrade somehow make.s them 
seem a personal discovery and 
more to be cherished,
Thorcavi said. "The perception 
of beauty is a moral lest." but 
Thoreau wa.s a man who elected 
lo walk alone and, without 
distractions, tho Iwauty of nature 
is inescapable, jMn-coptive or not.
There is. too, the tran,sient 
luxury of being re.siionsible only 
to yourself,
In CHir day-today living, as you 
realize only when you draw hack 
from it, we're like marionettes 
worked In' the string.# of the 
conventions and duties of the 
group, At least half our actions
and more than half our words are 
involuntary. When a man 
awakens in the morning his day 
stretches before him like a 
narrow bridge.
I suppose that accounts for the 
pleasurable feeling of awakening 
in solitude and saying to yourself, 
"Lean do anything I want to do 
today, anything.” The fact that 
there’s Dracticallv nothing that 





A fellowship of believers 
under the Lordship of Jesus 
Christ having chosen to follow 
the teachings of Christ, 
desiring to know in depth the 
Word of God. Our supreme 
desire is to know Christ and to 
be conformed into His image 
by the power of the Holy 
Spirit,
Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Praise 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday
Prayer Meeting 7:30 p.m.
; Wednesday 
Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
Pastor; Monty Moore 
9925 FIFTH STREET 
656-3544 SIDNEY. B.C. 656-1517
United Church 
of Canada
SIDNEY AND NORTH 
SAANICH 
Rev. R. Hori Pratt 
Church Office-656-3213 
Manse-656-1930
ST. JOHN’S DEEP COVE 
Service Worship 9:30a.m.
ST. PAUL’S SIDNEY 
Services of Worship 11.00 a.m. 
Sunday School 11.00 a.m.
CENTRAL SAANIC H
Rev. John M. Wood, B.A. 
Church Office 652-2713 
Manse 652-2748 
SHADY CREEK, 
7180 EastSaanich Road 
Family Service and 





Wine art students take heart.
If you live on the Saanich 
Peninsula you may soon be able 
to grow your own grapes for 
wine.
Research scientist and director 
of the Sidney Research Station 
Harry Andison has, for the past 
six years, been experimenting 
with 300 varieties of grapes 
trying to find the one best 
adapted to the soil and climate of 
the peninsula ■ and one which 
would pnxiuce a supiu'ior B.C. 
white wine.
The strain he has found, which 
mighl just ixi the aaswer, is 
called Seyval and was first grown 
in France.
It lias been tasted tiy ofticials at 
the research station and declared 
lo be a delicious medium-dry 
wine, .superior to others grown in 
B.C, '
It was also tested by John 
Bonnet, manager of Ste, Michelle 
Wines I.td., who said the wine had 
promise from both wine-making 
and commercial growers’ point 
ot view.
He said the wine, to be called 
.Seyval Blanc, is a dislinclive 
wine • "high in quality and free of 
inherent diseases which plague 
many grap(! varietie.#."
Andison says it will be a few 
more years before the grajH? will 
be grown commercially but 
added it can be grown suc­
cessfully on the peniiwula in spite 
of wealhcr that is welter than the 
Okanagan and fewer hours of 
suriKliine. He said, in fact, they 
have eight promising wine 
varieties growing at the station 
vvhich would be suitable for 
Island climate.
It will be a few more years 
Iwfore they will be able to give 
any .'insworr. and reliable 
statistics regarding the kind of 
grape vine people should plant in 
then gardens, be said.
He said as a vine ages it may 
develop such problems a.s 
siiseeptihilitv to certain desoascs 
or show a dccreaKe in produc­
tivity.
If would take a grower five 
acres and Hirer' years before the 
first grape matures and at the 
high CMt of land growi'rs will 
want to Iw' assured of their in­
vestment, he said.
Sunday, December 1st 
Advent Sunday
8:30 a.m. Holy Communion 
11:00a.m. Morning Prayer 
Sunday School
[MEMORIAL’GIFTS
In M enrioriam donations to the
CANADIAN CANCER 
. ' [SOCIETY; ' ' [.
are an appreciated mark of 
respect used exclusively tcir 
research, and should be taken, or 
mailed to 857 Caledonia Avenue, 
Victoria, Cards are sent to the 
bereaved and an official receipt 
issued to the donor.
' ':7
Rev, W. Dobson 652-3860
SAAHtCH PES^mSULA 
CATHOLiC PARISH
Peace Lutheran Church 
2295 Weiler Ave.
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Service 11:00a.m.
Fellowship Hour 
Wednesday 8 p.m. 
Sunday
9:00 a.m. Service at
First Memorial Chapel 
4725 l'’alaisc Cres, Royal Oak 
Vacancy Pastor 
Rev. A. F, ()lke656-’2372 
Church Office 656-2721




7726 W. Saanich Road 
Saturday Mass 8 p.m.
Sunday Mass 9 a.m.
ASSEIMBLY OFGOI)
9182 E. Saanich Rd, 
iBhK'k North off 
McTavishRd,
Rev. E, C Harper 
I‘hone 656-2545 
SUNDAY:
Sunday School 9:45 a,m.
Morning Wor.ship 11.00 a.m
Evnngollslie Meeting 7. p.m, 
TUESDAY:
nilile .Study & Pniyer .Service 
7:30 p.rn.
ST. ELIZABETH’S CHURCH 
10030 Third St, Sidney 
Su nda y M a sses 10:15
& 11:15 a.m. 
Weekday Masso.s 






Your six commuollv Ch.tpplr,. 
indepondifni l-amllv Owned ,irtd 






11;00rt.m,Sundtiy School Morning Worship
Froyor A, Prfllio VAidnosdrtv li;Uu 
p.m.
Young Poopio Frldny ZiSOp.m. 
WELCOME
WECARE. 
Doclicrttori to Service 
Sennlbie Prices




Sunday, December IfJl 
9:45 a m, Sunday Bible School 
lUOOam. "DitparUirefrom 
V.hirigbteoiisne.s#" 










Serving Vancouver i&land 
fall ("nllfvi
Tuesday
6:30 p,m. Pioneer Girls 
Wetinesday 8:00 p.m, 
Bible Study and Prayer 
Meeting
A DIVISION OF SANDS 
VICTORIA, JM SISS 
SIDNEY,
couvooD, A7b m\
DUNCAN, 7*6 S?l? 
LADYSMITH, tUS.7,111 
NANAIMO, 7,M 7017
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NEW REPORT CARD MEETS WITH PARENTS’ APPROVAL
Remember the days when you 
walked home from school, little 
report card clenched in hot 
hands, not daring to peek and see 
if you had passed or failed?
Well those days are gone 
forever-at least at North Saanich 
School.
In the new report card, which 
has recently been developed, 
teachers and the student discuss 
a student's marks before they are 
recorded on the report card. The 
report card is given to parents by 
the student’s homeroom teacher 
at the parent-teacher interviews. 
.These interviews then afford an
Overwhelming Response To Parent ■ Teacher Interviews
opportunity for a parent to 
discuss with each teacher his 
child’s marks.
“We had over 80 per cent of the 
parents turn up for the parent- 
teacher interviews last week and 
almost all the feedback was quite 
positive,” Administrative 
Assistant Gerry Montgomery 
told The Review Friday.
“The new report seemed easy 
for the parents to understand,’’ 
he added.
The new report ,vhich is three 
times the size of Uiv old one, gives
more room for a teacher to 
comment on a student’s progress 
in a particular subject and also 
uses different symbols for 
grading. Instead of A - excellent, 
B - good, C - average, D - poor, 
and E - very poor, it is now A - 
excellent mastery of con­
cepts skills taught. B - good 
mastery of concept'skills taught, 
C - satisfactory mastery of 
concepts skills taught. 1 - in­
complete - insufficient work 
complete for evaluation and 
X M - has not mastered con-
SOME MEN ARE MASTERS of many 
skills and it seems that Sidney Judge 
Denzil Ashby is no exception.
This Sunday he put his judgement to 
good use in felling a dead fir tree ad­
joining his gracious Resthaven home. 
He was assisted in the task by passerby 
Bob Wallace, a Victoria stockbroker, 
and neighbour George Clarke.
The Judge (at the left of the picture) 
has spent the last 19 years ‘on the 
bench’ in Sidney and is perhaps one of
the most well-liked court officials on 
Southern Vancouver Island. His 
garden, which could rival any corner in 
Butchart’s, is an open sesame to 
passersby who often stop to pass the 
time of day with him.
“I love my work here in Sidney,” he 
told The Review.” I know most of the 
people. I have seen their children grow 
up...it’s wonderful being able to speak 
to people by name.”
PROJECTS^OFxSTEPmtL^^^^^^
Special Christmas Showing and Sale 
Paintings, Pottery, Sketches
NOVEMBER 29 — 1 P.M. — 4 P.M. 
NOVEMBER 30 — 10 A.M. — 4 P.M. 
DECEMBER 1st -—1 p.m. —- 4 p.m.
.ST. JOHN'S CHURCH HALL




Christmas decorations in 
Sidney will be put up; on 
December 5 th. .|^ibreglass 
animals have been rented from 
Wooded Wonderland and will 
make up part of a ‘Christmas 
Village’ being put together by 
town employees.
Fifty Christmas trees will also 
be set up in the town this year.
cepls skills taught.
"11 is a less negative approach.
We are not condeming a student 
but simply evaluating' lack of 
progress," commented Mon­
tgomery on the change from the 
E to the N .M symbol.
Montgomery said a student 
takes his report card around with 
him and the teacher discusses the 
mark with the student before it is 
recorded.
It a student does not agree with 
a mark it gives him an op­
portunity lo talk it out with the 
teacher, said ’Montgomery, 
adding he has had cases where a 
student liad a legitimate reason 
for not doing an assignment but 
lie wasn't aware ot the ri'asons 
until he di-seussed the student's 
mark.
.Anothc'r advantage of the new 
report card is that it saves a 
teacher hours of reeopying.
"It i.s a one-step process,” said 
Montgomery.
Under the old system a 
homeroom teacher would have to 
copy out students' marks as they 
came in from other teachers. 
This way each teacher fills in her 
own mark and comment.
CHECK LIST
Montgomery said a system is 
being developed in the core 
subjects, such as language arts 
and math, whereby a teacher 
cheeks skills and concepts as a 
student masters them.
For instance in the language 
arts, curriculum co-ordinator 
Mary Christianson has devised a 
chock list whereby the following 
concepts are recorded as a 
student masters them: definition 
of and correct use of - nouns, 
adjectives, adverbs, sentence 
structure - simple sentence, 
complex sentence, subject, 
predicate, complement, 
paragraph structure - indenting, 
topic sentence, order, simple 
paragraph, complex pai-agraph, 
correct usage, homonyms, an­
tonyms and synonyms.
Christianson said rather than 
students cramming for an exam 
at the end of a quarter or at the 
end of the year “a continuous, 
integrated record is kept of each 
student.’’ I
When a parent goes for an 
interview with a teacher, the 
teacher has the check list before 
him and can point out the 
student’s specific problem areas, 
said Christianson.
She added the check list system
"is really comprehensive and you 
can tell at a glance where a 
student is."
The students are really excited 
by it and are really trying, she 
said.
She agreed with Montgomery 
about the recent pai’enl-teaeher 
interviews saying "the response 
was overwlielming."
The teachers were availalx' to 
s[X'ak lo parents from l:0ii p.m.
until p.m. last Thursday and 
all at the teachers were booked 
during that time.
".•\11 ot tlie parents seemed to 
want to speak with each teacher 
their child had." she said.
"They were really interested in 
the skills their eliildren weri' 
learning and were pleased to see 
we are expecting students to spell 
and punctuate eorreelly.
"The staff were quite uplifted 




to 2496 BiACON AVE
(NEXT TO MACLEODS)
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PROCEEDS TO PURCHASE OF
NEW TABLES.
ADAAISSION & ONE CARD M.OO 




Two Sidney youngsters. Chuck 
and Janet Ruest, 101 Rt 
Resthaven, have both been 
winners recently in Taekwbn-Do 
competitions in Vancouver and 
Calgary.
Competing in the pee-wee 
division of the karato-like sport, 
twolve-year old Janet placed 
second at the Can-Am Taekwon- 
Do championship in Calgary in 
mid-November and first in 
western Canadian competitions 
ill Vancouver in Seplomlier.
Ten-year-old Chuck placed 
second in tlie latter competition.
Tlie tirolher itnd sister travel 
three times weekly to Kwon’s 
Tack won-Do school in Victoria 
and work out regularly iir a 
garage-convert edtO’gym at 
- Iiome,
PROMI’r ROADWORK
At a regular meeting of Ihe 
peninsula school Imard on 
November l, irustees expressed 
their pleasure lhat the recon­
struction of McDonald Piirk Hoad 
and the construclion of sidewalks 
was carried out “so promptly and 
. effieieiilly,'’ ■
The board feels that (he 
eompleled road and sidewalks 
will do imich to improve both the 
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Everything Valuable To Indian Artifacts Collector
Digging through mounds of dirt 
on a hot summer afternoon may 
not be everyone’s idea of fun, but 
for, Pat Van Adrichem and his 
wife, Ethel, it is a-means lo a 
most exciting and fascinating 
hobby - collecting Indian ar­
tifacts. ,
Over the past 10 years the Van 
Adrichems of Brentwood Bay 
have collected literally thousand 
of artifacts - arrowheads, awls, 
sharpening stones, net anchors 
pestles, hammers, bowls, har­
poon valves, beads - everything 
ttrat was a part of Indian life 
hundreds of years ago.
‘T- think we have found 
everything that could be found 
except a good stone carving,” 
said Van Adrichem.
In 1966 the Van Adrichems 
donated a large collection to the 
provincial museum in Victoria, 
which included a bone and antler 
carving and a zoomorphic pen­
dant. ^
The couples interest in 
collecting Indian artifacts was 
first sparked while learning 
about local rocks with members 
of the Sidney Rock Club.
“Some of the rock-hound 
members found some 
arrowheads and we thought that 
was just terrific,” said Van 
Adrichem.
“From then on we began to 
concentrate on artifacts.”
HOOKED 
A series of lectures on artifacts 
and simple archeology sponsored 
by the provincial museum 
quickened his interest and gave 
him necessary background 
knowledge. After going out on 
their first few digs both the Van 
Adrichems were “hooked.”
“There is no end to learning 
about it,” said Van Adrichem.
“The more you learn, the more 
you realize how little you know. It 
is amazing how little we do know
about the early people.”
He said when they first started 
to collect it was difficult to know 
what to pick up. They would take 
everything that looked “un­
natural” and would take it into 
the museum to be identified.
He said through attending the 
museum lectures and reading 
numerous books he learned what 
to pick up and what to look for in 
the search for artifacts.
Van Adrichem is quite out­
spoken regarding the laxity of 
regulations protecting sites.
He speaks with indignation 
about a site in Pedder Bay which 
yielded many beautiful artifacts 
but where untold numbers were 
lost because there were no 
regulations at that time 
protecting the site.
SOLD FOR TOPSOIL 
The people from the museum 
were given a certain amount of 
time to dig and then the big 
bulldozers moved in,” said Van 
Adrichem.
He said it was an extremely 
large midden and what was 
happening was bulldozers were 
shifting the earth into piles. It 
was then being loaded into trucks 
and sold as top soil.
The Van Adrichems would go 
right after work and sift through 
the piles until dark during the 
week and work all day on the 
weekends.
“We tried to rescue what we 
could,” he said.
‘As the ‘cat’ piled the earth up, 
we would go through it before 
they loaded it into the trucks.”
The collection which the Van 
Adrichems gave to the museum 
came from that site.
Another time a friend from 
Sooke suggested the Van 
Adrichems look for artifacts on 
his property. It was getting dusk 
and they were just ready to quit 
when Van Adrichem’s shovel hit
by PAT MANNING
Special to the Sidney Review
NORTH SAANICH ROD & GUN CLUB
CHilSTMAS SHOOTS
PHONE 656-3747
-v r : DECEMBER 1ST: AND 15TH ; ■
THE RANGE ON MCTAVISH ROAD 
COMMENCING 10:00 a.m.
■ dPEN;T0:ALLTOMERS'.;;:
Rife — Hand gun — Shotguns—muzzle — loading Rifles & 
C&B Handguns Small bore : ^
MEMBERS ONLY — DEC. 8,10:00 A. M: ^
Club shoot for thestarr Memorial Cup Rifle section.
what he thought was gravel.
It turned out to be a shovelful of 
Indian trade beads.
Only once in a long while would 
they ever find a trade bead and 
then it would be cause for great 
celebration. Suddenly they had a 
whole shovelful.
Van Adrichem explained a 
fathom (six feet) of beads were 
traded by the Indian people for a 
fathom of beaver pelts.
“I’m not saying anybody got a 
raw deal. They didn’t have to 
trade if they didn't want to. They 
obviously wanted the beads.
“My wife wants a fur coat. 
Maybe I could take the beads to 
the Hudson Bay Company and 
make a trade,” laughed Van 
Adrichem.
Van Adrichem said in their 
search for artifacts they often 
hunt along the beaches in the 
Peninsula area. Also if a piece of 
property is sold in the area of a 
site and the land is being 
bulldozed they will get written 
permission from the owner to dig 
through the piles.
“We have never been refused,” 
he said.
“We always show them what 
we pick up.”
He said it is fairly easy to 
identify a midden because a 
different greenery grows on it. 
The soil in a midden usually has a 
lot of lime in it and lime-loving 
plant, such as stinging nettles, 
will grow on it, he said.
He added that when they go to a 
place they now know what to 
expect. Anything that looks like it 
could be an artifact goes into 
their satchel. It is all taken home, 
washed and examined very 
carefully.
‘Sometimes we have to use a 
magnifying glass to see it has 
been weathered,” he said. 
PATIENCE
Searching for artifacts 
requires a terrific amount of 
patience, he said.
“You don’t just go in and 
gather a pailful.”
H said often they might find 
just one piece in an hour but 
they’ll stay on because “we know 
the site' will yield something 
sooner dr: later.”
It may be in the seventh hour
RARE INDIAN TRADE BEADS and an aulhcntic 
w'ampum belt with original pony beads are part of the 
collection of Ethel and Pat Van Adrichem of Brentwood 
Bay.
we find a remarkable artifact.”
He said he and his wife are 
willing to take beginners along 
with them “as long as they follow 
the rules.”
“They have to learn what to 
pick up and what not to destroy.”
He said while surface hunting 
is permissable, people are not 
allowed to dig on land recorded 
as an archeological site.
What he said was confirmed by 
Provincial Archeologist Bjorn 
Simonsen of the Provincial 
Secretary’s Department in an. 
interview with The Review 
Monday.
NEED PERMIT 
Simonsen said: “As a general 
rule people are not allowed to dig 
at any site without a permit.”
He added that under the Ar­
cheological and Historic Sites 
Protection Act, private property 
can be designated as an ar­
cheological site by an act of 
cabinet. Once designated, the 
owner cannot do anything with 
the property without permission 
of the minister. He can, however, 
apply for compensation, he said.
He said if someone is building 
on land in the area of a site and 
burial remains are found, 
building can be stopped and the 
owner fined.
He advised anyone planning to
build in the area of a .site gel in 
touch with hi.s oi'fiee first,
“We are trying to build up a 
volunteer warden system 
whereby intere.s!ec! per.son.s will 
keep us informed of development 
imthe area of sites," he said.
100 SITES
He. said there are probably 100 
sites from the south .Sidney area 
to Deep Cove along the water­
front.
Probably half of these sites are 
recorded, he said, adding that a 
systematic inventory of sites in 
the Gulf Islands is currently 
being done and to date there are 
650 recorded sites.
“There will probably be close 
to 1,000 when the inventory is 
completed,” he said.
“Most people don’t understand 
what they might be destroying.”
Van Adrichem suggested not 
only should sites be protected but 
in places where digging has been 
done and artifacts found they 
sould be roofed and fenced and 
available for the public to see.
When asked what was his most 
valued artifact Van Adrichem 
said they were all valuable. 
“Whatever tool the Indian 
people made was very important 
to them, otherwise they would 
neyer make.it.” “
I would like to say 
fhar^k you to all those who 
supporled ni6 sn the teceat 
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INDIAN ARTIFACT COLLECTOR Pat Van Adrichem 
shows his collection of projectile points found on 
liOchside Drive in Sidney.
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In order to remove tho trestle in prepar­
ation for expansion of terminal facilities, 
no vehlclos will be landed or boardtid by 
ferries stopping at Village Bay on Wednes­
day, Nov. 27 and Thursday, Nov. 28. 
Ships will make scheduled stops and foot 
passenger service will be maintained. We 
regret any inconvenience to our patrons
r**! ■».V.' ‘"f'. ' t >‘ •»
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NOTE; Vehicles to and from Saturna Is­
land may connect with the mainland via 
Montague Harbour and Sturdios Bay on 
these days only, Contact Reservations 
Office 524-4414 (Groator Vancouver) or
S ^ \ d
’te YirG7 Philps of Victoria Have Shopped Econo-Mart Since 1969. 
Mrs. Philps Says She Saves A Few Dollars On Every Shopping Trip.
164Vi.=i
TRY US THIS WEEK
VICTORIA MeMORIM ARENA
WednoMtoy, 11 thiu Surrdoy, 0»t#mb»r IS
All R.urvfd 14,00 • $4,50 • $9.00
ZuniUi 0444 (Gulf Isianda;
You'll like the total better
on oolf V p.m. Monday lo Soliirday 
Anna, Eftiotr'i, Woodword i, The Roy,
Thy Ray, $ir»ipkoni-S»otii V.Uftria cutlomin imly may wn ll.ylr lenvyr'iynl
' Ptrformanct Ttmin Wed, and Thun. YiSO p m., bi. and Ral. R p.m,
SmI. Molif.*# Jiuij Suf.d.'i, S-.iXi p.w, p.Od p.m,
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British Columbia Ferries
SPKriAI, PHtCKIi - Children tnd Y«u«h* ]R Vri tnd tinder «1 OR 
»MI ItepiRr l*rir* Wedniidiy TrM p.m., ft«t, Mailne* R.ttO p.m..
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2f)” Colour T.V. Instant on with legs
Fancy cabinet with doors, lOO per cent solid 
state, remote control; dark wood. :
Colonial T V . fancy cabinet, light maple wood,
x:' l00:;per :cent 'Solid,^State. ,,,.;:^'-;; a'.
Matching Stereo, Colonial, B.S.R. Turn Table, 







Dark wood T;y . 90 per cent Solid state, only four 
tubes, black Matrix picture tube, picture 












Large Cabinet model, ILS.R. Turn Table, a
FM radio. Dark Wood.
REG. *339.95
stereo Component, AM-FM Radio, H track tape 
deck, two large speakers, wood grain finish.
REG. *289.95 NOW









i;i,H cu ft, frost free fridges, available in white 
and gold. Initter and cheese eonditioner, one 
crisper, U\ Ih. even day meat keeper.
REG. *499.95
DISHWASHERS
Sell-elean ranges in (iold, Roast (liiide. Digital 
eloek, 2 appliance outUds, 1 tim<‘d, no turn speed 
broil, plug out elements, two large burners.
REG. *529.95 w,
• A ' NOW
White Deluxe range, large smoke colored
window, roust guide, automatic timing centre, 
two appliance outlets one automatic, plug but 
elements, two large burners, no turn speed broil






l.'i eu. ft. frost free fridge, 121 lb. freezer, butler 
and cheese conditioner, three full length snap in 
shelves, 1(1 Ih. seven day meat keeper.
>“■'**“ ,0. *499.95
Portable Avocado dish washer, five cycles, 
doubleAvash, double wash with sanitizer,singh^ 
wash, Hingel wash with Sanitizer, rinse and hold. 
Sanitizer guarantees super hot M5 degrees wash 
and rinse. Powerful two level washing action, 
power dry system.
Now*359.95
Gold range, automatic Timing centre, no turn 
speed broil, |»lug out elements, platform and 
oven light, large oven window.
REG. *379.95 REG. *369.95 NOW*349.95
REG. *279.50 NOW . , '’I-A
DRYERS
ir> CU. ft. frost free fridge, 121 Ih, freezer witli flip 
up shelves, f snapTn half shelves, two crispers, 
hoUer and cheese conditioner, one meat keeper,
a\’t\i!alde In ;\vocado and I'old,
Ko» *549.95
I)(du\e bolK in dish w.asin'r, sU piishhotton 
controls, does <’hina. pots, rinse and hold, double 
wash with iind willHuit santlzer, single waslii 
with and without sanitizer, power soak,
REG, *439.95 NOW *409.95
(ias Itiinge
REG. *349.95
Two temperature, airfhiff and regular, 
autnrnutie dry, large front opening safety start.
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Pre-Inventory Clearance Sale
SLEGG'S ^'CASHWAT' LUMBER
We I We'll Make Every Effort
Do Ycuiself A Favour 
Prices Will never Be Better
roSEmSSfoilvE^
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18 Ol Level Loop Carpet








Colors - Pumpkin, Sand
4x8
STOCKADE PANELS 
(. White, Brown 4x8
\S Choices lo Choose














5 Gal. Capacity 
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4 X 8 X 3/8 
4 x 8 x1/2 
4 X 8 x 5/8 
4 x 8 x 3/4





Make Your Own 




























4 Pee. Black Iron
4X 6X
99
1X 6Pct. bn. Ft.
1* 8 Pet. bn Ft. 























4x 8 X Ash
i95
furnace FILTERS
All Sizes Availabe Available
2 for






90 Lb. ^8^^ Roll 
Red, Green, Black
50 Lb. ^7 ^® Roll 
Black Only
Eskimo Formex 
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Tourist Fishing Licence 
Outlet F or Sidney
Do You Think Central Saanich Should Provide 
More Recreational Trails In The Municipality?
ACTION INDEPENDENT 
OF MARINA OPERATOR’S COMPLAINT
Fisheries Department Seeking Agent
VICKI FARIVIERE 
Central Saanich 
I think it is a good idea 
to have more trails.
I definitely think the 
municipality should 
provide these.
The trails could be 




there are a lot of 
horses in this area and 
people who like to ride 
thern.
I think they should 
improve the trails they 
have now and open up 
more.
Part of the local 
recreation is to ride 
horses and you can ride 




Trails would keep kids 
from riding on the 
roads.
They need somewhere 





There’s a need for 
bic y c 1 e paths 
especially.
We have to get away 
from four wheels and 
onto two wheels and our 
feet.
Eighty-five per cent of 
this municipality is 
rural and we might as 




I think the 
municipality should 
provide trails because 
it’s rather dangerous for 
a horse and rider on the 
roads.
There are a lot of 
people out here who 
want to ride their 
horses.
Also, I imagine people 
with bikes could make 




And I think they 
should maintain the 
trails they have now, 
My main reason for 
saying thiJt is to keep 
horses off the roads.
Non-resident saltwater sports- 
fishing licences may be available 
in Sidney next season.
A1 Lill. chief of the Georgia 
Strait division of the federal 
fisheries department - and 
chairman of the non-resident 
licencing committee - told The 
Review Friday that his depart­
ment is considering establish­
ment of an outlet here.
Whether or not it will become 
reality will depend, Lill said, on 
whether a suitable outlet can be 
found and whether financing is 
available.
If both can be satisfied, 
however, he said “we’ll give it a 
try for a year.”
First complaint on the absence 
of an outlet near Sidney *came 
from Van Isle marina operator A1 
Dickinson earlier this year.
Dickinson said then that Non­
resident licences were available 
in Victoria, Bedwell Harbour, 
Duncan, Naniamo, Campbel 
River and Vancouver - but 
nowhere in or near Sidney.
More than 300 transient yachts 
berthed at his marina during the 
season, Dickinson said, and 90 
per cent of them were American 
owned.
Picking up Dickinson’s com 
plaint, the Sidney and North 
Saanich Chamber of Commerce 
introduced the matter at a 
convention of the Associated 
Chambers of Commerce of 
Vancouver Island in Parksville 
on October 7.
CUSTOMS OFFICE OUTLETS 
Chamber president Karel 
Drost had a motion accepted to 
petition the fisheries department 
to make the licences available 
through the customs ■. office in 
; 1 Sidney.
Although he claimed never to 
have heard of the ACCVI motion, 
Lill told The Review that the 
matter had been under con­
sideration by his department - 
but not through customs offices.
“That would be great,” Lill 
said. "But it would be a matter of
MARINE PARK PROPOSAL ‘PREMATURE’
Expropriation Possible On Sidney Waterfront
one department trying to get 
another to do its job."
'We’ll probably try to find 
someone to sell (licences) for us 
in Sidney," he said, adding, 
however, that it would be a 
private firm or individual willing 
to contract his services to the 
government.
Lill said that, unlike the 
provincial government • who 
have a great number of private 
agents - the federal fisheries 
department only required a few 
outlets.
They will attempt to find 
someone near the cusoms office 
and will pay them on a contract 
basis.
NO COMMISSION 
This, again, is different from 
the province, Lill said, which 
pays agents on a commission 
basis.
Lill said that “not that many” 
non-resident licences were sold 
outside of Bedwell and Van­
couver, but admitted that some of 
the Bedwell traffic might make 
itheir purchase in Sidney if the 
service were available.
. In other areas such as Camp­
bell River, Lill said, licences 
were sold by fisheries officers. 
This could not be done in Sidney, 
however, because there is no 
fisheries office.
Fisheries office sales can be a 
problem, he said, because 
prospective fishermen have to 
hrst find the fisheries officer: 
“its a pain for him and a pain for 
thein.”
Approximately one-third of the 
foreign craft clearing customs 
purchase non-resident fishing 
licences, Lill said, adding that the 
percentage was likely even 
higher^cause some boats would 
clear more than once in a season.
Licence fees for private craft 
range from $15 for a boat under 15 
feet to $75 for one over 40 feet, 
with the $25 fee for boats 15 to 30 
feet being the most common.
Charter boat fees range from 
$100 to $400, Lill said.v
.\ group of people calling 
themselves the •Committee for 
the Preservation of 'Sidney 
Waterfront' has proposed that a 
marine park be established 
between an area of beaeli running 
from Beacon .Avenue to Rothesay 
•Avenue.
Tliey wish the land to be lield in 
reserve for the recreation of bird 
life. The public would also fie 
encouraged to use tho beach and 
the existing bo;il ramp miiIuhU 
having to tresspass on private 
property.
"Drawing a parallel between 
the Victoria Reid property." said 
this committee. "which 
necessitated a figure in the 
m.illions to purchase for the 
Victoria people, whereas this 
piece could be purchased for the 
Sidney people for only a fraction 
of a million, being in a much 
younger state , of commercial 
development."
"This piece has one of the few 
not so strongly tide swept 
beaches in the area, making for 
warmer swimming. It has
beautiful ecol grass bed for the 
ccrciition and feeding of the 
migrating bird life, thousands of 
Brant, in. three separate 
migratory stopovers during the 
seasons."
'There are also Canada geese. 
Great Blue heron there per- 
manmtly. along with hundreds of 
mallard, others."
.\U1erman Chris Anderson 
expressed some doubts about the 
proposal: "I'm just wondering 
whether this perhaps is really 
what we want... whose going to 
assume the costs of developing 
it'.’ We have parks sitting 
everywhere in this town which 
are not fully developed. I'm just a 
little bit baffled bv it."
Alderman Peter Malcolm said 
that he had talked with the 
upland owners concerned. •‘This 
does not preclude the possibility 
of public or private en­
terprise.... they arc trying to 
preserve the foreshore."
Mayor SUin Dear felt the entire 
proposal to be premature. "1
would fully support the 
Provincial Government buying 
any or all of this for the people, 
but this particular proposal is not 
for the people of Sidney. For one 
thing the beach is very difficult to 
get to. It can only be gained 
access to at low tide.”
The Mayor felt strongly that • 
there should be a proper public 
access path off Henry Avenue. 
"There's nothing like that in­
cluded in this plan," he said.
"I will endprse the provincial 
government buying the land,” 
said Dear. ‘But I cannot endorse 
this particular plan. I just don’t 
believe the plan. It’s just not 
true."
.Alderman Ross Martin won­
dered whether or not the town 
could expropriate a 10' strip for 
access.
“Yes, that’s a possibility,’ 
Dear.
said
The naatter has been referred 
back to committee and will likely 
be discussed this coming Monday 
evening.
PmrMmmd Additimm €mmplete
The $175,000 addition to 
Parkland School is now 
completed and students 
have moved into the three 
new science rooms, an art 
room and a theatre room, 
Principal Joe Lott told The 
Review Friday. '
The biology, physics and
general science room 
complete the science 
department and will be 
fully equipped as the 
student population in­
creases, Lott said.
Currently the rooms are 
used as general classrooms
but they have provision for 
plumbing, gas and other 
equipment needed for a 
specialized science room.
The rooms are inter­
connected with a supply 
and storage room in bet­
ween. Brightly coloured 
walls and wide windows 
give a spacious, light ef- 
„fect.’:,;;'.TT; -7
r A, theatre room is also 
included in the new ad- ^ 
dilion and is used by drama > ^ f T 
teacher Doug Bambrbughf ^ . 
and his students. Five of 
the students — Kathy Salt,
, Rob Collins, Dorothy Allan, 
JeanetteGulley and Morris 
Holmes — are pict'ured in ?!
The Review photograph.
An art room with a 
:Corhplele photqgraphicunit G (
arid a supporting print shop 
finish off the new addition, ^ x
With 7(>0 students 
currently enrolled iri the 7
school, provision has been
Hospital Offers Land 
For Allotment Gardens
DEVELOPMENT POSSIBLE 
IF RESPONSE GREAT ENOUGH
If enough people express in­
terest, the provincial Depart­
ment of Agriculture could con­
sider provision of allotment 
gardens for Saanich peninsula 
residents,
Dick Keepence, allotment 
garden supervisor for the 
department, told The Review 
Friday that he has already 
received five applications from 
peninsula gardeners for space in 
the Saanich allotment gardens, 
and turned down a greater 
numherwhen the gardens there 
were opened last Spring,
Chances of these applications 
being nccopto,d are slim, 
however, Keepence said, because 
ho has more than 300 names on 
his vvaltlng list now ■ "in the 
middle of winter.”
Keepence said, that the 
Department of AKriculture is not 
exnclly considering making such 
gardens available here - likely 
been use demand would not be 
great enough to make it fea.siblc, 
but the Saanich Pcnln,suln 
HospiUU has offered the use of ten 
acres of its Mount Newton Cross 
Road silo for nllntmonl ganiens if 
tho department wants lo develop 
them,
This w;ouId provide about 300 
individual gardens. Keepence 
said.' '
In Saanich, he o.xplained, the 
department installed roads and 
grassed picnic sites, provided 
water and handed out free advice 
on gardening,
If gardens were developed on 
the ten acre hospital site, he 
flddr>rt, tb<» dc'pnrfm'mt ivonld 
probably also plant a model 
, garden.
He denerihed the $aantch 
operntion as “Hike a hig garden 
Club” and said the responses and 
results there have been "fan- 
liJStIc”
Most of the people using the 
Saanich facility are apartment 
dwellers, he said, expressing the 
view that this would also be the 
case if peninsula gardens were 
developed,
Persons Interested in en­
couraging the department to 
develop allotment gardens on the 
peninsula may contact Mr. 
Keepence at the Horticultural 
Branch. Department of 
Agriculture. Nootka Court, 
Victoria. He may also be reached 
by phone at 4'n(-B4’21 ■ "when Its 
raining.” When it's not raining, 
he said,' he's out in tho garden.
BOARD REFUSES AUIO DAMAGE CLAIM
Is Mie school board responsible 
for making good an insurance 
claim only paid in part by the. 
Insurance Corporalion of B,C., 
was a (|ueslion dohated at some 
length ill the Peninsula hoard 
meeting .Monday,
The quoHiiori arose as a result 
of a letter from S.C, Cornish, who 
told the lioard his ear had been 
struck b> a Peninsula school 
board bus driven by F.N, Hniv 
dorff on Oct 22, ■
lUf Infmmed the board the 
ICIKi! had refused to pay the full 
amount of the hill thus putting 
him $14,34 oul»of'‘pockcl,,,i,hal 
amount being tho difloronco 
between cost of repolrs and ICRC 
‘•ettlement ‘
It was explained to the board 
that ICBC will only pay an 
established flat rate for auto body 
rcpnlra — and all Iwdy shops on 
lower Vancouver Island arc 
charging more,
Boca use the bus driver ad- 
milted ho was entirely to blame 
and because ICBC roftMod to pay 
(be full amount, Cornish .said he
was submitting the paid bill to the 
board for reimbut'semeni.
"It is our responsibllHy lo pay 
it,” said School Board Chairman 
liubyiTUiy Parrott,
“1 don't feel Mr,"Ornish should 
be out-ol'pockel.”
Tru.slee Jack ArruiRrong 
disagreed saying: "Tlial Ls w'by 
we pay for insurance, so we no 
longer are responsible, "
“It is the ICBC's responsiblily 
to see the claim is .HullsHed,” 
“We, in good luitb, insure will) 
ICIK’.,. we’re told we can't Insure 
elsewhere"
Tvnslei! Walter Tangye insisted 
that while the school,,board, did 
not have a legal rcsponHlbilliy, It 
did have a moral responsiliilliy.
'fruiiiee Ann I-'oer,star ,said sije 
fell It would be establishing a 
’‘(iungurous precedent'! lo make 
good the dlfferenee.
“It Is not fair, but what else can 
we do,” she said 
A motion, lo inform Cornish the 
hoard was not In a position lo 
reimburse him, was passed wllh 
Pnrrott and Tangye voting 
aguinst i(.
STUDENTS ON ROAD TERMED ‘SHOCKiNff
School children walking on the 
r(K»(iH wttre hlaslcd l)y School 
TruHtee VValler Tangye at the 
eninsulu School Board meeting 
Monday, ,,'vv ' '■
Tiingye said it was a “shocking 
situation” he encountered lust 
while driving along Central 
Saanich Road near Keating 
Kleinentary School!
"School childri.m were walking 
up Central Saanich Rojid, on both 
sides of tlie road, unconcerned, 
“It was raining and dark and it 
was most difficult for a car to gel 
past safely,”i he ,sakl.
"Such a fiiluation Invites 
tragedy,"
He said while be reali'/ed a 
wnlkwfiy was Icidly needed, that 
was not all IhiiI was neoded, 
"Childroh should be educated 
and trained to reduce the rink.''
NEW LIGHTS ' ,
Sidney eoiincll has voted to 
accept a bid of $11127 to install two 
street lighBi hear tho Senior 
CiU/.ow Ccnlre,
School Board Chairman! a 
Ruby may Parrott sold children 
walking on the roads wu» a 
problem In all tho schools,
Tnislee Lois Walsh said she 
encountered tho same slluatioiv 
ovory day on tho way to Deep A 
Covo School.
The board agreed to send a 
letter to principals In the district 
asking that a safoly training 
course 1)0 conducted in the 
schools.'
Trusteo Arm Foerster told tho 
board parents at Keating school 
laid asked the Municipality of 
Central Saanich if they would 
build walkw/aya but wore In­
formed there was “no money for 
that purpose,”
,, Focratcr was, r.upporled tn, her
motion to aond a lotlor to paronta 
of Keating School Informing thorn 
tho IruHlccB from Central 
Saanicli would bo Iwppy to ac­
company lo a meeting
with Contra! Saanich council 
tnemberB. ■
Parrott added It should be 
made known ihe Award wni 
"rcany concerned/'
Bmn
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Increasing Opposition To Marinas
PIPES, BANDS AND HIGHLAND 
DANCING will be featured at the 
Christmas festival competition at 
Sanscha Hall this weekend. Three of
the dancers will be Kathy Monk, Lynne 
Johnson and Jennifer Lindsay pictured 
with their teacher Shellagh Mallard.
The Council of British 
Columbia Yachts Clubs has 
written to Sidney’s town elders 
pointing out its concern that an 
increasing number of foreshore 
lease applications for marina 
construction or enlargement are 
apparently being met by ob­
jections from the boating public.
“As spokesman for a large 
portion of this province's boat 
owners, we wish to write to you 
and voice our thoughts on 
marinas and boating facilities on 
our coasts,” said R.C. Dickie, 
vice-president of the council.
“Like our scenic highways, we 
now find that our priceless 
waterways are being enjoyed by 
an ever increasing number of 
boat owners. No longer is this 
restricted to the “luxury yacht”, 
but now boats of all shapes and 
sizes are in use. As you are 
aware, your present and 
proposed marine parks are being 
well and gratefully utilized.
“However, with the 
phenomenal number of boat 
owners, there is becoming a 
scarcity of “home port” 
facilities, which are being served 
by public and private marinas 
and yacht clubs. We understand 
that in many areas of the coast, 
that boat sales are being cur­
tailed due to lack of marina 
facilities to berth same.
“We therefore wish to point out 
that a vigorous but controlled 
growth in marina construction 
should'he encouraged when' at
all possible. If our association 
can be of assistance to you in 
obtaining statistics or tran­
smitting information to boat 
owners, we would be only too 
pleased lo ;i' ' ' <" 
TURKEY BINGO
SijCCESSFCL SKI SHOW
More than 600 outdoor en­
thusiasts attended the Peninsula 
Ski Club's Ski and Winter Sports 
show in Sanscha hall on 
November 17.
Interesting and informative 
displays were featured by the 
many exhibitors of equipment, 
fashions and ski areas of Van­
couver Island and the Mainland 
Travel agents. Air and motor 
coach representatives were also 
on hand to provide up to the 
minute information on the resorts 
and travel plans to ski “Canada 
West.”
The club's winter travel plans 
were outlined, with day trips to 
Forbidden Plateau, and Ml.
r“ .... ■■ ---------
Arrowsmith, weekenders to the 
mainland and a final one week 
trip in March to various areas in 
the Interior of B.C. and Lake 
Louise, .Alta.
.Although sponsored by the 
Peninsula Ski Club, many other 
groups pitched in to make this the 
largest show of its kind on 
Vancouver Island.
Assistance to the club was 
provided by the Sidney 
llecreation Commission, Peter 
Grant of the Community 
Recreation Branch, Parkland Ski 
Club, the members of S.T.A.G., 
Sidney Super Foods, Slegg Bros.. 
Butler Bros., Ed Price. Murray 
Stockall and all the exhibitors.
Thursday, Dec. 5, 8:00 p.m.
K. of P Hall - 9760 Fourth St., Sidney 
15 Games - 15 Turkeys over 12 lbs.
5 Extra Games for Cash 
Sponsored by Victory Lodge No. 63, 
Knights of Pythias
FOK MNT
PRIME RETAIL OR OFFICE SPACE 
1900 SQ. FT.
HEATED MALI - AMPLE PARKING







. The annual Chrisimas Festival 
Competition of Highland Dancers 
will be held on the peninsula for 
the first time this year.
;Abbut -200 dancers will be 
coming from various parts of 
Vancouver Island to dance at 
Sanscha Hall on Nov. 30, a 
spokesman for the group told The
Revievv FriJayr '
‘ ‘This is our tenth annual 
Christmas Festiyal Conjpetition, 
but we usually' hold ’ it in Vic- 
toriaV’ said Georgina Watts.
FULFORD H ARBORS TIDES
^OS^DAY, DEC. 2, 7:30 ?M.
15 GAMES $1.00 
EXTRA CARDS 5 FOR $1.00 or 25c EACH. I
..............  ......^llll■llllllnlll^T--Tll■^Tw^lTTTrrn—| ^
IN THE HEART OF DOWNTOWN VANCOUVER j
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
Sne saia me dancing events will 
have a national theme such as the 
Hornpipe and the Irish Jig and 
there will also be piping and 
drumming events. Two judges 
will be coming from Vancouver 
to judge the dancing and one to 
judge the piping and drumming 
“There’s a very relaxed at­
mosphere with everyone eh 
joying themselves,” said Watts.
She explained the dancers were 
grouped into one of.four classes 
baby, novice, intermediate and 
open. There are various age , 
groupings within each class so 
that an eight-year-old is not 
dancing against a 14-year-pld. In 
■order to move from one class to 
another a dancer must win three 
prizes in three separate com­
petitions, said Watts.
. She said there will be 48 events 
beginning at 9:30 a.m. and going 
on until about 4:00 p.m. Dancers 
will range in age from “babies” 
to girls over 16 years.
Santa Claus will be coming to 
the festival sometime during the 
afternooni Watts said and added 
that refreshments \v6uld be 
available.
Admission is $1.50 for adults, 
$.75 for students over 12 years. 
Students under 12 and senior 
citizens are admitted free.
Wed. 27 0455 10.5 0845 9.6 1345 11.1 2120 2.3
Thurs. 28 0545 11.0 0935 10.0 1405 11.2 2150 1.6
Fri. 29 0625 11.4 1030 10.-2 1435 11.3 2230 1.1
Sat. . 30 0705 11.7 1115 10.3 1505 11.3 2310 .8
Sun. 1 0740 12.0 1215 10.3 1600 11.1 2350 .8
Mon. 2 0820 12.1 1320 10.0 1650 10.6
Tues. , 4^ 0120 1.9 0930 12.3 1600 8.5 1855 8.9
WEATHER
The following is the Sunshine •
RONALD R. LAING, M.D.
Ronald R. Laing, M.D. wishes to announce 
the opening of a General Practice at 9775 4th 
Street, Suite 101, Sidney, B.C.
provides spacious new 
accommodation with 
fully equipped kitchens, 
cable TV, phone, free 
parking and 
balconies. All this for 
$16.00' single and |4'.,00 
p e r additional 
guest . . . with compli - 
mentary coffee and tea 
service for your added 
enjoyment. On your 
next visit to; Vancouver 
stay downtown at the
meteorological report for the week 
ending Nov. 24, furnished by the 
Research Station, Sidney. 
Maximum Temp. CNov. 24) 
MinimumTemp. (Nov. 22) 
Minimum oh grass 
Precipitation 
Total :■■'■,
Supplied by the atmospheric 
Environment Service for the week 
ending Nov. 24.
Maximum Temp. (Nov. 24) 54




OFFICE 656-6163 RES. 656-2072
Mayfair Hotel located at Hornby and Robson Streets.
For rt'scrvationSf ii'ritc to :
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
845 Hornby St., Vancouver 1, B.C. or Phone area 604-687-6751.
Total
0etimsMa:P^ple
I A sincere thank you to 
all who helped elect me. 
i rU do my best to give a 
useful stewardship as 
an ALDERMAN and as 





At the annual general meeting 
of the Saanich and the Islands 
Liberal Association, Ihe following 
executive was elected for the 
year 1975:
President - Dr. J.W. An­
derson;
Vice-presidents Mlartin .1, 
Holden, Mrs. Betty Beckett;
secretary -- Mrs, Laurie 
Wells;
treasurer — Col. O.B, Philp;
youth chairman — John Sch- 
muck;
policy clialrman George 
Sinclair and
Director,s — Fred von Uherg. 
Mrs. Sheila Ander.son
Jamie and Donna Flyah; (hee Dohey) of West Saanich Rd. are the 
proud parents of a little boy; kelly James, born November 14- the first ! 
grandchild for Mr. & Mrs. George Doney of Saanichton.
MrsT Grace Haikala qf Wheatley; Ontario; and her sister Mrs. Edith 
Huht,Terrace, B.G;,^are guests of Mr. & MrsT Tom Michell, Island/j 
View Road. * ’
Mr. & Mrs. L. Farrell, SimpSon Road, have Mrs. FarrelFs brother / 
Joseph Ddmanski. Altario, Alberta, visiting with them.
Mr; and Mrs. Ted Beale of 1805 Glamorgan Hoad, Sidney, and Mr. 
Nad Mrs. Don Campbcll of 1275 Verdier Avenue, enjoyed a two weeks’ i 
motor trip down the Oregon coast, also staying in San Francisco and 
lieno, Nevada.
The Brentwood College Memorial Chapel, Sea Drive, Brentwood 
Bay, invites all members of women’s groups and others who are able 
to attend, to the St. Andrew’s Day communion service to be held at the 
Chapel oh Friday, November 29, at 10 a.m, Coffee will be served af­
terwards in the Parish Hall by members of the A.C.W. when a social 
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Switch on the Dimplex!
blmplex iMirmaiiciiitly oll-fllled electric racliators 
for that hnrd-toJieat rooiii, Thermostatic control 
for your convenience anil for mnxlmum economy, 
Operating costs less than $3.00 per month. Tliei’e is 
no safer or healthier lieuting than Diuiptexi, with no 
exposed elenients. 7 sizes to choose from • fully 
guaranteed, of course. Prices from $6.5.50. "Just 









KIIAFT SAI.AD DUEHSINd I FIVIC UOHFS
II- ' ' S >'«.
MIRACLE
WHIP O' $119 flour ^259
NO. 1







. OPPOSlTt: ■TIIK 
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OpfnSiitunlayK
BANANAS 6 V’l All At Your f omsiv
FLORIDA
WSBir Plione 482-7251
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SANSCHA CALENDAR
Thursday, Nov. 28 Soccer League Practice (SRC) 4 p.m. and 
5:15 p.m.
North Saanich Dog Obedience Training Club 7 
p.m.
Ladies’ Keep Fit (SRC) 9 a.m.
Rae Burns’ Dance Studio 1:30 p.m... 
Clubhouse: Creative Tots’ (SRC)'9:30 a.m. 
Sidney Elementary School - Advanced 
Gymnastics (SRC) 5 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 29 Table Tennis (SRC) 7 p.m.
Sanscha Bingo - (Proceeds - Hall Im­
provements).
Rae Burns’ Dance Studio 1:30 p.m.
Sanscha Clubhouse: Creative Tots (SRC) 9:30 
a.m.
Saturday, Nov. 30 Victoria Highland Games, Christmas com­
petition, All Day.
Sanscha Clubhouse: Art Appreciation (SRC) 
(6-10 yr.) 9:30 a.m.
Baby sitting Course (SRC) 1 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 1 
Monday, Dec. 2 
Tuesday, Dec 3
Peninsula Soccer League Clinic (SRC) 7:30 
p.m.
Badminton Teen Club (SRC) 7 p.m. 
Rae Burns’ Dance Studio 1:30 - 9 p.m.
Badminton Adults (SRC) 1 p.m.
Badminton Junior Club (SRC) 3 p.m. 
Agrarian Rugby Practice 6 p.rn. (SRC) 
Volleyball (SRC) 9 a.m.
Rae Burns’ Dance Studio 1:30 p.m.
Sanscha Clubhouse: Creative Tots (SRC) 9:30
UECMEATmN C&MMiSSiDN
a.m.
Sidney Elementary School - Y Gymn Classes 
(SRC) 4 p.m. and 5 p.m.
Of interest to badminton 
players is the clinic to be held on 
Monday, December 9 at 7:.30 
p.m. in Sanscha hall. This clinic 
will be conducted by competent 
player-coaches of the B.C. 
Badminton Association. The tour 
of these coaches has been made 
possible with funds provided 
from the B.C. Fitness Council. A 
half hour exhibition will open the 
clinic, followed by a two hour 
clinic aimed at recreational 
badminton, (not competitive), 
featuring strokes, strategy, and 
comprehensive areas. Those 
interested should contact the 
Sidney recreation office, Mon­
days to Thursdays from 10 - 12 
noon, for further information.
Friday, November 24, will be 
“Y” - night for Teens. A bus will 
leave the Sidney bus depot at 6:30 
p.m. and return at 9:30 p.m. A 
limited number of tickets are 
available. The price is $1.50 each 
- this covers bus trip to and from 
the “Y” where teens will have the 
use of games room, gym or 
swimming pool. For further 
information call 656-4331, 656-4206 
or the Sidney recreation office.
One hundred teens enjoyed the 
barn dance at Sanscha hall 
Friday night. STAG wishes to 
thank Steve Bradley and Tom 
Ring - music; Chris Maude -
photographer: Dorothy Joi’dan 
from the Sunset Riding Club; Bill 
Marechek - art work; Sidney 
Nearly .New and The Bargain 
House - decorations: Reddi Chef- 
eats: and the chaperones: for 
making this night a success.
ST.^G held a successful bottle 
drive to raise money for the 
Saanich Peninsula Ski Club. .A. 
sincere thanks to the people who 
donated articles to make ST.AG 
flea market table a success.
Baby-sitting course will be heid 
this week. iNov. 30) at the 
clubhouse.
.-\ coffee party will be held on 
Friday, DecemberG. at 10 a.m. at 
Sanscha for all those helping with 
the Christmas concerts to be held 
on December 14, at Sanscha hall.
Leaders and those in charge of 
various SRC-sponsored activities 
are reminded to complete their, 
statistical forms and return to 
SRC office bv December 2.
Wednesday, Dec. 4 Soccer League Practice (SRC) 4:30 p.m. and 
6 p.m.
Adult Badminton Club (SRC) 7:30 p.m. 
Yoga (SRC) 9:30 a.m.
Rae Burns Dance Studio 1:30 p.m. 




9:30 a.nl. Carpet Bowling 
10 a.m. Liquid Embroidery - Weaving 
Noon. Lunch




Members of the Saanich 
Pioneer Society held an en­
joyable meeting at the Pioneer 
Museum on Monday, November
Fri. Nov. 29 No Classes today - FALL BAZAAR 1 p.m. 
3:30 p.m.
to
Sat. Nov. 30 7 p.m. Eyening Cards.
Sun. Dec. 1 1 p.m. 
1 p.m.
to 4 p.m. Open for Drop-ins 
Commencing Ballroom Dancing
Moh. Dec. 2 1p.m. to4p.m. Open for Drop ins
10 a m. (Quilting - Ceramics 
Noon Lunch
1 p.m. French - Ceramics
2 p m. Films.
'Tues. Dec. 3 10 a.m. Oil Painting - Serenaders practice 
Noon. Lunch
1 p.m. Watercolours - Oils 
1:15 p.m. Whist 
7 p.m. Shuffleboard
Wed. Dec. 4 10 a.m. Rug Hooking - NoVelties 
10:30 a.m. Mah-jongg 
Noon. Hot Dinner
2 p.m. Concert with Pierre & Grace Timp. 
7 p.m. Evening Cards
18. President Willard Michell 
reported on the visit to the 
museum of a group from Pender 
Island on October 28. A report on 
the Annual Tea held November 10 
shov/ed that it was both a 
financial and social success. 
Members who had set up the 
display for the society at the 
Hobby Show were thanked. An 
interesting paper on the history 
of the Prairie Inn as recalled by 
Russell Crawford was read, 
giving the owners of the Inn from 
the time it was built in 1892 up to 
the present time. More in­
formation was received from 
Mrs. Cora John, and was sup­
plemented at the meeting by Mr. 
James Nimmb. Miss Gloria John 
showed some excellent slides of 
buildings and places of historic 
interest taken in and around 
Victoria. At refreshment time 
members were delighted to 
honour and congratulate two 
couples who had been recently 
married - Mr. and Mrs. Stuart 
Stoddart and Mr. and Mrs. 
Newman Bunch. Seated at the 
head table, they were each 








OFF McCONALD PAItEt ROAD
FRESH POULTRY AND 
SPECIAL Mov. 29th,
; Gradt ATresh froxon Frym-- 
Grade A fresh taen Chicken Legs - 
Grade A fresh Frozen Chicken Wings 






Fresh Bacon Ends 
Fresh Grade A Jumbo Eggs
65'lb. 
85'dz.
Aoples, Sparton or Golden Delicious 
Pears, d'Anjou . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.»3« box
•M^ox
Japanese kHandarin Oranges 
local Netted Gem Potatoes' 10 ibs./69*
UAUVtAGGE 
IN-STORE SPECIALS




STEEL n.AD lIl'lLniNOS 
EOU HALE.
I.firge dottr**. Will oupply and 
tnoOill finywlW'reln ILC, These 
iMiUcUrtgs must he sold. T 
iiiRirmatloiii phone!
Kvenlftgs! 112
Real Estate John Bruce 
Sidney 
Realty
HOW SHOULD A SELLER 
TREAT HIS FIRST OFFER?
..If it is a fair offer, then with the thought in mind that it 
could turn out to be the best offer lie will ever l eeeive. 
..Newly-listed property has a special appeal to buyers for 
several reasons: The feeling it has lieen looked at and 
rejected by previous buyers is absent and the buyer is eon- 
scious of getting first “chance” at a new offering; suspicions 
of hidden flaws because Hie property lias not sold iireviously 
do not arise; salesmen are usually more eiilliusiastie 
showing a property for the first time.
.. Finally, the "right” buyer may have been waiting for such 
a property to appear.
..If the seller then receives a fair offer within a few days, 
where does the problem arise? It is that the seller is not 
mentally conditioned to accept it.
.. “If three days brought one offer, then six will bring two and 
the next may be for the full price,” the seller may reason, 
though it seldom works out tliat way.
.. If this first prime prospect is lost, the properly may lag for 
weeks, becoming “stale” on the market, and the seller may 
finally have to sell for less than he first declined.
SIDNEY REALTY LTD.
2348 Beacon Ave. Phone 656-3928
NOW IN 
AUCTION GALLERY
Everything You Can imagine In Antiques. 
Many Bar NJirrors
The Victoria Auxiliary for the 
Retarded are working against a 
deadline in a project to obUtin a 
slide projector for the Victor ] 
Street school for rctaided I 
children.
The group are collecting 
Campbell soup labels - 14,630 of 
which will result in a free 
projector,
.So far, 7000 InboLs have been 
collected, but the balance are 
required by December 1.
Peninsula residents wishing to 
help the project may leave labels 
at the Springwood 'rrainitig 
Centre, 936 Mount Newton Cro.ss 
Rwtd,
CTIRI.STMAS CARDS 
the niixillnry are also again 
sclilng Christmas curds, 
do.signed by retarded persons 
from across Canada. These are 
available at the Woo Hit Worn 
Shoppe, Jlior Glndslone: Groator 
Vlelorla ABsocinllori for the 
Retarded, No. 3 - 691 Fort Street 
and H orna's Fashions. 1696 
Douglas Street, Victoria,
The auxiliary's annual 
Christmas Fair will be hold 
Saturday, Nov, 30, In the First 
United Church Mall, 932 Balmoral 
Road, Victoria, from 10:30 a.m, 
to4 p.m. Lunch and afternoon tea 
will bo served and stall.s will 
inCilude sewing. knitting. 
Chrisimas gifla, novelties^ used 
clothing, bazaar Hems, crafts 












25 LB: BAG WHITING FILLETS
FRESH
SOCKEYE SALMON I';;;" 50 LB.
WHOLE SOLE
25 Pound Bag
ONLY 24‘ A POUND
fESH SOLE FILLETS
The Porfect l.uiu’lieon DIhIi





ON THE SIDNEY WIIAnE FOOT OF DEACON
i,:;
Wednesday, November 27, 1974 V
REVIEW
CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. Monday for 
insertion same week.
UATES - Sixteen words $1.50 





1. Real Estate For Sale
2. Real Estate Wanted To Buy
3. Real Estate For Rent
4. Real Estate Wanted To Rent
5. Help Wanted
6. -Work Wanted
7. Home Services and Equipment 
For Sale
K. Home Services and Equipment 
Wanted
9. Autos and Boats lor Sale


















A cozy home with Seaview 3 
Bdrm., utility, heatilator 
fireplace in carpeted living room. 
S41,500
Large woodland lot on quiet 
street, 2 bedrm, home with 
fireplace and sundeck, full 
ground level basement easily 




This 3 bdrm. bungalow^ Uistefully 
decorated with spacious kitchen, 
basement with extra bedroom or 
den plus Kee. Room, sundeck 





FROM ROBERTS BAY area. 12 ft. 
Clinker Duilf row boat, Green and 
While. Phone: 6.56 3J88. 48-1
FULLER BRUSH PRODUCTS 
WATKINS PRODUCTS 






with sore front 
48-1
43tf
FIREPLACE WOOD — Cedar Post • 
all hardwoods. Orders taken or 
delivery now. Phone 656-1453. 38-tf
BRUNO von Schuckmann. Garden 
service. Pruning. Phone 656-1990. 38-tf
WILL SHARE CAR pool, Bowerbank 
Rd, to downtown Victoria, Commence 
work 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Please 
phone: 656 4264. 48-1
NEW PROCTOR-LEWYT electric 
broom with attachments, extra 
cleaner bags and owners manual, Cost 
$41.95 lax included. Sell for $29.94 
complete. 656-6197. 48-1








PIANO URGENTLY required by 11 
year old piano student. Phone 656: 
5345.
VICTORIA REALTY LTD. 








2 BDRM. HOUSE. Older type, large 
living room; large lot. Vicinity Sid­
ney. Cash. 658-8881. ' 48-2
Owner Wilf Dorman gives- per­














Victoria Real Estate Board 






ONE HALF ACRE LOT 
rSeclusion, pastoral view, trees, 
and piped water. Terms 
available. $27,500.00 (MLS)
CRAIGMYLE MOTEL. 2300 Beacon 
Avenue, 656-4441 now accepting 
bookings for winter rentals. Fully 
I furnished suites with kitchenettes, 
colour T V., cablevision, etc. 35-tf
TRAILER SUPPLIES
SIDNEY
FURNISHED BED-SITTING room, 
share kitchen, $75.00. References. 
Saanich. 652-3590. 48-1
2444 Beacon Ave. 
f^^eyyB:e.?656-1^4
$6,5po!oO - that’s the down 
payment on this rip-step, 3 
beitoom, IVa bath home on a 62’ x 
120’ lot. 14’ X 28’ garage. Close to 
shopping centre. $39,000.00 V
EXCELLENT MOORAGE, Brent­
wood Inn, up to 25 ft. $25.00 mon. 
Water; electricity available, phone 
:6S2-1763. 48-1
“Vancouver Island’s most 




VERY LIMITED COVERED storage, 
space still available for boats and' 
antique cars at Saanichton Fair 
Grounds. 652-3314or 656-2750. 48-i:
REPAIRS
ARDMORE DRIVE 
3.22 acres Y subdivided into T IptS;
SIDNEY
lE^LTYiLTO.:









54x100’ building lot. Next to
commercially zoned jproperty. 1 
block from Beacon Ave, Asking 
$19,500.
ubllTHHILL 
North Saanich. Four one acre lots 
(3 with road access). Nicely 
treed. Quiet location. Three at 
$22,500 each and one at $17,500.
CAN
work 'without ' supervision, Earn 
$14,000 in a year plus bonus. Contact 
customers in Sidney area. Limited 
auto travel; We train. Air Mail F.J. 
Dick, Pres., Southwestern Petroleum, 
I P.O. Box 789, Ft; Worth, Tx.




EXPERIENCED SHOE CLERK, 
part-time, 16 hours week. Apply to 




1 bedroom home not too tar from 
Roberts Bay. Concrete foun­
dation. 50 X 160 treed lot. Oil 
stove and space heater. Asking 
$24,500.
IMllCE REDUCED 
57x133 building lot only a few feet 
from Roberts Bay, nicely treed. 
Sewer and water. MLS 88(11. Now 
asking $23,000,
ONE BEDROOM 
Cosy cottage on a .50x123 ft, lot, 
Oil .stove heating, 3 pee bath, 30 
amp Borvlce, Aluminum siding. 
Needs' landscaping, Ml-S 0894. 
$22,500,. :
M.L.S. REALTORS 
LOTS OF LO TS






CRI-:SS\VELL ROAD: a'L, ac. 
level and eleared, Excellent for 
horses and humans, $2'7,ooo.
DEEP (X)VE: Pit ac. on Wain 
Road, lAivel and cleared. $20,000,
CURTEIS POINT; App. 'ii «d. 




DERI’ COVE -127 ft! waterfront, 
l%i ae of treed seclusion, 900 ft 
road frontage, water mains 
Min. SubdlvlHion ’v AC $0-1,000
EXTRA MONEY for Christmas? 
Cleaning woman wanted one day week 
for month of December. 6S6-2730, 48-1
for a factory trained specialist 
phone 656-5114 
9967 - 7th Street Sidney, B.C.
WorkWanted
TOPPING AND FALLING TREES.
Landscaping. Free estimates. 388- 
5822, • 30-tf
1972 ALPHA ROMERO Berlina 2000. 4 
door, perfect condition, $4500.00. 





SAILING DINGHY 12 tf. Brand new. 
Sail by Ron Mack. Professionally 
built. $650,00. 658-8685, 48-1
WORK WANTED Tree falllnci,, 
cemont work, landscaping by hour or 
contract, Free estimates. Call 3B4-, 
9737, 33-''
|20 FT. BERTRAM, 160 H.P. I/O 
iMercrulser. Excellent sports fishing 
lioal. Ph, 656-4527. 48 1
RUSS' TRACTOR service, Rolotilling 
. Big or small lobs, Call anylimo, 656- 
3689, 13 t|
R.H.S, HANDYMAN 
6561016 or 384 0912,
Service phono
J WATER VIEW-DEEP,CDVE ' 
Tvvn idilc by side 59 x 117 ft. lots on 
Clialot Road about 130 yds, North 
of Bin'll Road, $13,000 encli,
." WATER VIEW' 
POINT
-CURTEIS
Half acre on Tryon Tload
overlooking Tsehum llarhoiir 
and within easy walking di,stance 
of Wegtport Marina iST.lOo
; M -!
'IMMEDIATE.POSSESSION!,,; 
AlmoM iKtw 3 bedroom haBoment 
lome - ussimie $3(i,0()0 Mtge, At 
10 pereonl • $3-12 P,I T, and move 
right ih: Owner may help with 
i«icomlnr,y financing, Asking 
$52,500, "
''bingo K of P hall, 8 plm, every 
Thursday. Everybody welcome, Ml
BRENTWOOD COMMUNITY CLUB
Christmas Turkey Binnos, Monday, 
Drjcembor 2nd, and 16th, at 7 :30 p.m,
LINED DRAPES, antique field. Satin 
Damafik. Will covi-r tn il. $7.5.00. 656'mi. ' •‘8:'
THE SAANICH PENINSULA
Hospital Auxiliary wolcomt.-a you to 
the ttajaar, and Tea, Saturday, 
Novombor noth. Irorn ’f-i p,m, at 
Saanich^ Peninsula He-ipllar op ML 
Newton Cross Road, .iti.V,
i HIDG-A-DED, »1'.'.5,00; slrbller, $15; 
Wmtftd ■ chof:>l (M drawers, Phone; 
65110278; ■ / ,48-1
SAANICHTON COMMUNITY Club" 
Annual Chi Islmits Turkey "500*' Card 
Parly, Agricultural Itait, sruwlchion, 
Friday, Dec, .6,, «;00 p.rn. Turkey 




On ,'a ac, Ihia venernhie 5 
bedroom, 2'v Italhroom. stately 
home. Properly renovated, newly 
insulated, as solid as a roek. 
$75,000.
BUYING DR SELLING 
(’.\I,L
85(1-loot) K. DROST 656-2127
SEULUSIDN- l.ANDSEND 
Beautifully treed 2 aere lol with 
over 60ft feet fronting on Land- 
send H.d, Also wilhin easy
New Low Pi lee 
Esihv Fiiiiineliifi
................... . „ jPiTH'tieally new, three bedroom,





garden, Owner willing to earry 
'ot'Ce /(.'’.'Olid morlgugc at 12 per 
'('nt, making this one easy to 
own.
Priae lja5.L keen redueed lo 
kkl,$00.00 on' litis aUraetive
Sidney home,
LKWYT VACUUM, OKcdllmit coiv 
dillon, $20,00; Guinea pigs; Chin­
chillas; Toddy bear hampstora, 





CHILD'S RECORD pinyor, 3 spoMl, 
Liku now, $7,00; Simpson's rug 
Minmpooor, $4,00. Atlor 5 p.m, 656. 
2263. 'O' 1
1, ALBERT O, COX Will not bu 
rotiporisible tor any debts incurnai In 
pty narnii o1hr;r than oy rnysoll as o( 
Novnmbt'i'71. .1274. .18 2
MAN'S lO SPLLD biko, Like new. 
Light and lock, Aftor 5 p.m. Phono■ 
iiiUa. 4li t
i SIDNEY BOOK LKCHANGK, U}9 
nodcon Ave., fiidnov, o,c. .ii if
STEREO ' RECORD PLAYER 
i.l.it-akofii, $7i.5.00; a.auor skfPU't s.n? 6, 
$12,00, man's culalry bouli. (laalbi'’r 
ifinki <il?a 9. $10 on Now W'lOOS ' 9 ■ 
yfiulba, $10.00 6‘i6.27/4, , 411 I
RWtek .Rrciii, Realty Ltd. 
;i»tlV32:tl RtllMaHber 652-2888
6.13 VOLT tape duck ttMivoriur, 
}20nf)f Raven snare -drum., $30,00, 
Hpotm 6:i6' 16U6, -im- I
CONSOLE-TVPK literud. G.irrard 
liirntiUblo, AM FM radio casMHIe tape- 
(k-1 K. De I a(>a 1.-1 •.* -sp i-' a k '-'i' , FI c x I rcvt**' (VI t'ttfwnmr 5'‘10 
p.ni. 48 '
SANITARY OAWtlAaB SliRVICE. 
Sitlntiy Cleanup. Ray Tlowcott, 7A6 
1970. 36 If
DO YOU HAVE A WILL? 
Does Your Spouse hove « Willi- 
(■lavayour will drawn up;n,
NOR FOLK TRUr.T 
1004 HlJinsli«r<l VIeforifl, B,C. 
Fr«) nrprhuros Av.tllablo 
384-90U
7Slf
MR. AND MRS. David H. RuM of 
Sidnc'Vi tt-C- are plijnsud tr,,ani'iour(ce 
tb»* lornK.omirig marri/iqri- of ir.fUr 
dauOhtor., Lorna Jeon to.Mr, Pohsr 
IkV.iUiai-, v.iot K| wn ul AMs. Li,.-UK, 
WrOster Plaoo, Sidney, l>,C, The 
w-Oitdinq will Mkn olacn on MitUi'dfiv. 
nufombur l-i. tV7.( at '7'30 I'.m at $i 







BEACON AT 1st STREET,
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
THURS. I-'RI.SAT.
We reserve the right to 
limit quantities
STORE HOURS 
Monday to Saturday 
8:30 to
8:;50 a.m. to6:«0 p.m. 




PENINSULA SIGN COMPOSER Eric Lewis is con­
ducting his own poll to determine the popularity of the 
usually witty, always anti-socialist sayings displayed on 
his readograph. A recent NDP newsletter called for a 
boycott of Lewis’ restaurant and gas station (at the 
corner of Mount Newton and the Pat Bay Highway) 
as well as other Imperial Oil outlets. The oil 
conglomerate has offered Lewis free rent on the sign for 
one month, if he will cease his practice of criticizing the 






Households throughout the 
peninsula and across the country 
are receiving special labels in the 
mail to help them prepare their 
Christmas greeting cards for 
fast, safe delivery.
The Canada Post Office urges 
its customers to use the labels for 
segregating local cards from 
those going to out of town 
destinations.
Cards should be checked for 
complete forwarding and return 
addresses, including postal 
codes, and correct postage ap­
plied. They should be sorted into 
bundles of “in town’’ and “local 
icardSf with the 1st class mail 
separated from the unsealed 6c 
cards. The bundles should be tied 
securely with strong string; affer 
the appropriate label has been 
placed on top.
With only a month to go till 
Christmas, letters, cards and
parcels destined for overseas 
points should now be sent by 
airmail to ensure delivery before 
the holidays.
Air parcels to Australia, New 
Zealand, Asia, Africa and Cuba 
should be on their way by 
November 29th; Continental 
Europe by December 5th; Great 
Britain, ‘Republic of Ireland and 
the West Inclies by December 6th.
December 6th is also the 
deadline date for airmail cards 
and letters to all parts of the 
world except the British Isles and , 
the United States. It’s December 
12th for the Republic of Ireland, 
December 13th for Great Britain 
and December 15th for both air 
letters and parcels by air to the 
United States.:
Canadian mail deadlines are 
set - December 13th for out-of- 














As December draws closer, the 
post office points out, peninsula 
shoppers are busy searching 
store counters to find just the 
right item to send to Grand­
mother— or great-aunt Tillie, or 
even a favoured mother-in-law.
When that “special something’’ 
has been found it will likely be 
dressed in gay, festive paper with 
a bright Clirisimassy bow.
Maybe a piece of brown 
wrapping fxipor which doesn’t 
quite cover -- so the bare spot is 
bridged with a strip of cellulose 
tape. Grandmother’s address is 
written across the lop. It's 
weighed on tho bathroom scales 
and wltiit the sender hopes is 
onougli stamps are stuck on the 
paekiigc in what they believe is 
the flallesl space.
Off goes this “something 
six-eiiil" dropped in a handy post 
box. ■ - ' - '
Will il get to Granny'? If it does, 
will it still look like “something 
siMieinr"? It may, but more likely 
it may not,
Willi iilioiil thirty to thirty-five 
inlllUiit parcels hifting the 
(-’iutadiiin postal system during 
the Christmas season, it’s small 
wonder that those which are not 
earefully paektiged, wraitped and 
lied, do not arrive in good eon- 
(lilion, Or, for that matter tibout 
3(1 hag!( full of them end up in the 
undellverable tnail office at 
(itlawa every day ■ rather than 
lieing (leliveroii to Grandma,
If as much thoiiglit and time 
was S|)ent on preparing a present 
for iTiiiiling as is often spent in 
selecting and gift wrapping it 
there would ite a lot fewer 
disappoinled iieople on Christ 
mas Day.
Adnultedly, Ihe ease of 
(.’■raiidma’s pre.sent is ,lieing 
somewhat overstated here • Not 
much, liut some, Many T’ost- 
ntaslers can relate insUinees 
where a customer pula a hole on a 
flintsily wrapped parcel - “Keep 
llti-' '.'Id-'- up ''O the ho",'' n'/(0’t he 
cruslii'd“,'
(tni.' look behind Ihe counter 
ari-n in any large Post (tfflee 
chows the inere,-ise in parcel 
sorting (quipment. Increased 
mci'liimiration is a must as mail 
\'ol,mnes Hee() I'tglit on growing. 
And, <i meehnnicnl system is not
designed to provide “kid glove 
treatment’’ to carelessly 
wrapped packages. That 
Christmas bow needs more 
protection than a note pinned on 
the parcel.
Technically, a small dight- 
wcighl item would seem to call 
for a small, thin box, This would 
be fine if it were travelling in a 
mail stream composed ex­
clusively of little parcels, But the 
postal system doesn’t function 
that way. A box containing a 
dainty cup and saucer can easily 
have a heavy carton of machine 
IxirLs as iLs travelling companion 
on a conveyor belt . It's n gootl 
idea to u.sc “preventative 8 
fKickaging.” As an example, that 
nvourite gift item, a hard-cover 
book, is often mailed in ti single 
sheet of wrapping paixir, in spite 
of it.s vulnerable ,s|)ine and Jacket,
It really needs strong cardboard 












Proltably the greateftl single 
cause of trouble is unnecessary 
empty space in a packago, 
Contents rattling around can be 
easily clantiiged, the carton caii 
collapse and hurst open in han­
dling. Almost as had, is the 
overpnekod carton that is loo 
small or weak,
Cushioning the item is most 
important, The material should 
he chosen to .suit the item being 
packaged, Excelsior, flexible, 
corrugated cardboard or felt are 
gomi choices for heavy obJect.s, 
Cellulose material, cotton, 
shrerldod paixm or tissue txtper 
ican he used for lighter items, If 
more than one oliject is being 
mailed togetlier, each .should bo 
wrapped separately, hut packing 
heavy audligltt itcm.s in the.same 
carton should he avoided.
Use Post Gffiee lalveln • tell the 
Post Offi(2e what you're (wylng 
for. If parceks arc fragile, 
|vet isiiable, are to travel by air or 
to be handled by Hpeeial deliyory, 
use appropriate labels suftplied 
free at any Po.st Office 
One final word, Parcel l*OHt 
tleadbne.s are listed in every T’ost 
Office The dates for mailing lU 
Surface or Air Mail Parcel rates 
should Ik." cheeked through a visit 










2.5 WATT TO I(K) WATT
WIN A 1ft SPEED BICYCLE 
ON DINPl.AV WITH PUR­
CHASE OF ANY NABOB OH 
HEINZ PRODUCT - GET 
FULL DETAILS ' AT 
DISPLAY IN THE STORE.
KIMiifllM
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BRENTWOOD CHAPEL 
A.C.W.
•Members of Afternoon Branch 
the A.C.W. of the Brentwood 
College Memorial Chapel held 
their annual meeting at the 
Parish Hall on Tuesday. 
•November 19. Reports were read 
by the officers. Rev. Will Dobson 
chaired the meeting and installed 
the officers, as follows: 
president. Miss Mary IMartin; 
vice-president, Mrs. Bert Dodd; 
secretary, iMrs. F. 0. Wollaston; 
treasurer. Mrs. Ron IVlawhood; 
Dorcas secretary. .Mrs. Will 
Dobson; e.xtra cents and United 
Thank Offering secretary. Mrs. 
Fred Rushworth; social con­
venor. IHrs. A.S. McNeil; living 
message and calendars 
secretary. Miss Isobel Dobson; 
prayer partner. Mrs. F'.O. 
Wollaston. .A social hour was 
enjoyed, refreshments being 
served by the hostesses. Mrs. 
Ron Mawhood and Mrs. .Mian 
Fowler.
I PAVING IS NOW COMPLETE on a parking and 
I driveway used by Pacific Commuter bus line next 
|to their Beacon Avenue office. Property owner, 
iNorth Saanich Alderman John Lapham, carried out 
I the paving after being ordered to do so by Sidney 
I council. Council members were prepared to take 
I action under the town’s nuisance bylaw, had Lapham 
fnot complied with the paving order.
jONLY ONE' MORE SIDNEY UQEOR UCENCE
I Sidney council voted Monday 
I night to accept all five types of 
I liquor vending establishments 
I now included in the Government 
I Liquor Act. These include neigh- 
I bourhood Public Houses;
I recreation centres (private or 
I publicly owned); community 
I centres; municipal or provin- 
I daily owned cultural centres;
I and hotels, resorts and clubs.
I However, as Mayor Stan Dear 
I pointed out, due to legal 
f requirements, no more than one 
I* additional general liquor vending 
f licence can now be issued in 
;|Sidney. “They have to be 
S separated by One mile,’’ he said; 
||“We are just running out of 
■:,;|room.’;''; .-T ^ y'
>, The general manager of 
I the liquor administration branch 
:; I mud also consider the following 
I factors before issuing a; licence: 
;| (I) Opinion of, > traffic
authorities as to site suitability. 
S (2) Proximity to schools, 
'I churches; hospiials and other 
VI social service institutions.
UI (3) Proximity' to 0ther public 
house licensed establishments or
neighbourhood public houses 
(must be no closer than one mile 
from the above or as otherwise 
considered by the general 
manager).
(4) Opinions of Civic bodies, 




BY DANNY DORMAN 
The Central Saanich Poultry 
Club had their annual Awards 
Night Nov. 1. There were many 
badges won and everyone won 
money from the J.C. fair and 
Saanichton Fair. For the fourth 
year in a row the club won the 
George R. Pearkes trophy for 
most points at the Saanichton 
fair. The top club members were 
Jirri Lane for most points 
throughout the;; year. Susan 
Dorman, Janice Gottingham, and; 
Danny Dorman; for; the best 
record books. Danny Dorman for 
best trio and Paul Coftingham for 
most v improved club member.




THURSDAY SEA FOOD EVENING 
With Steamed Clams, Baked 0)fsters, etc. 
Any Other Day A-LA-CARTE MENU
: RESERVE EARLY 




OiiHllty Mont Cut, Wrapped 






All RopaifK ' J.Un.bOiil Jii'iif 

















For Fishermans' plugs 
and tackle 
6564151
■ - vG.'&.Wc ■ ■'
LANDBCAPINQ LTD.
Rnfild'oniin! - Commercml ’ 
A Cnurf-o Con»ilr(ic.liori
60R6 Whttt rid.





Home and Office Cleaners 




2233 Ardweil Ave. 
656-2016 656-1278
Contracto'^s Excavating fVliscelianeous































Robert W. Roper, D.C.
2448 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney 656-4611
Carpet Life Services
'• I’lif Cii iinal I*’’ ill
.1 Si iM in ('Inuiiiiiif
\\ .ill til \\ all l!iiL>
W atiT I'.Nli'.ii lion 
t Tmiiil. \ Ki's.






New Homes & Cabinets Custom build 
Remodeling - Additions and Repairs. 
Reasonable rales-Free estimates
PHONE 656-4915
PATRICK CUTTS LTD. 
BUILDEKS & DESIGNERS 
Commerciaf& Residential 
Gonslructidn. Renovations 
; & Alterations. 383-7916
ACORN SWIMMING POOLS
Sidney Roofing
Roofing—- Repairs -— i
E a V es tr ou ghs. Qualified




'■ CUSTOMHOMES ’ 
ALTERATIONS FRAMllNG 















Hotovale — Level —Ciiltivale 
IMoiigh- Dise— Post Holes 
















nil (Tiano partti Blocked












ItlASONIlV & (iliNEBAL 
" CONTRACTING ,
TRUMAN CONST. LTD.














All Kepairs-Any size Boat and 







® BACK HOE WORKI 
® C A'r WORK 
® IRK KING
“no job to large 
or too small"





Best Quality JVleat 
and Groceries
2333 Amity Dr.
Cor. Pat Bay Hwy.
Ml:(to a.m. till 7:0(1 p.m. 
closed Sundays & Holidays
ALICE’S 
DRESSMAKING
Men's - Ladies 
Childrens
■Mtenilions Repairs Drapes 
715 .Vrdmoi'e Dr. Sidney, B.C. 
05(1-0170
PERC, & SOIL 
TESTING SERVICE • 
land’' percolation testing
SEPTIC FIELD INSTALLATIONS 
ITRACING ESCAPMENT of EFFLUENT 











Upholstery Vinyls in Stock 
656-1412
Beacon Plaza Shopping Center
HAR LEE FOODS
YOUR ONE STOP SHOP 
FOR FOOD 
CORNER McTAViSH 
& EAST SAANICH RD. 




Steam Carpet & 
Upholstery Cleaning 
Specializing in Wall 










W.M. (Bill) BAART 

















Dressmaking - Alterations 







By Appointment O nly 
t «:J6 Liewelly n P la ce'
:184-0912 656-1016
A.D. (ART) NEEVES 
Electrical Contractor 






Gnvnrnmnnt nortilind. lechnlc.inn 
wllh 35 yours oxporionao in Eloc- 





Industrial ■ Rmidonilal 
Commercial Wiring 
Polufi and Lino Work
QUALir V WORKSMANSHIP 












PAPER AND VINYL WALL 
COVERINGS
PAINTING CONTRACTORS 
DRV WALL REPAIRS 
1656-4387 PHONE 656-5673
GORDON UREII













CON TP AC'FOP !>
All lyptH-* I'ndovalions B.










!(< piito ■ ,)i|i(iinttin’ ( KitiM'i sioM'' 
i "\A lob ((Mi«;mr(ll”
'(UilWWH'
For FaHt Snme 
.....■-Service'■
PARKVIEW PLUMBING







ItKK'IvtiLGCK STUNL . 
CDNChiri K PAVING 













Spoolalitlng Iri Hot Wator 
Heating
16410 ALL RAY no, SibmY,
. Phone 656.4580 ^ '
R.&PJanStor 
Service. 
FlcHir Care "Windows . 
CarpetSbampoo 
Complete Service
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Artists And Craftsmen At Work
Eighteen craftsmen and artists 
from tiie Greater Victoria area 
will be displaying and demon­
strating their work in the fourth 
annual ‘Craftemen and Artists At 
Work’ show at the -Victoria art 
gallery.
A wide variety of arts and 
crafts will be happening, givi^ 
visitors a chance to see artists at 
work and to shop for something 
original. The show will be open at 
the gallery, 1040 Moss St. from 
Nov. 28 until Dec. 1 - Thursday, 
7:30 p.m. - 9j30 p.m., Friday, 
11:00 p.m. - sroo p.'rn.; 7:00 p.m. - 
a:30 p.m., Saturday and Sunday, 
11:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Spokesman for the Women’s 
Committee Marilyn Gourley told 
The Review Friday that 8,000 
people went throught tlie gallery 
last year in the four days of the 
show.
She said they are taking 
bookings for school children - 
grades four, live and six - to 
watch the craftsmen and artists 
at work on Friday from 11:00 
until 3:00 p.m.
The following artists and 
craftsmen will be displaying and 
demonstrating- their work: 
weaving - Jane Kidd who works 
on two looms, one a 12 feet by 12 
feet tapestry loom, Pat Gislason 
who does inkleloom weaving and 
taught at_Camosun college last 
year, Joan Dennis who teaches 
“off loom weaving” at the YM- 
YWCA; spinning - Frances 
Hunter, termed one of the finest 
spinners in the Victoria area, 
Margo Rainsford, a returning 
artist, Carol Lawko, new this 
year; stitchery - Joan Scarboro 
^oes stitchery collage using 
many textured yarns as well as 
applique, Lorraine Calvert also 
does the 'same type- of work, 
Martha-^Prentis, who makes 
colourful stained glass effect 
stitched banners; basketry - 
j'Esme;,iDavis-:?;;:'.-' a:';; ■ Tormer 
caligrapher who is interested in 
revitalizing the; folk art of 
basketry; pottery . - Byron 
' Johnstad whose work is show-n a t 
toe'Potter’s ; Wheel and whose 
^special^interest; is music boxes,
;; Art Prendon- who teaches at 
NCIA; stained glass. - Chris 
Aronson, who does stained glass
mobiles; Indian carving - 
Richard-, Tony and Calvin Hunt, 
who will be carving Indian 
masks; fly tying - E. Oliver 
Harvey, who teaches at senior 
citizens’ centres around James 
Bay; jewelery - Frank Hannigan 
from Handwrought Silver, 
Nootka Court, Harry Schafer 
from the Ornament, who works 
with silver and ivory, precious 
and semi-precious stones, Alf 
Carlseh, an art gallery member; 
folk art - Ukrainian Communitv
of Victoria do peasant em­
broidery and painting of eggs: 
wood block printing - Hugh 
Matheson, Cornells Van Driel; 
wood working - Michael Rougier 
returning this year with his 
popular inlaid cheese boards, 
unique egg cups and hay rakes; 
etching - Pat Martin Bates, who 
will be there with her students; 
instrument making - Sigvald 
Hoibakke,. a violin maker who is 
back by ■ popular request; pain­
ting - Luis Merino, the con­
troversial painter of the Gorge 
Hospital mural; sculpture - Neil 
Dalrymple, whose work ap­
peared in the Fired Sculpture
Show recently at the gallery; 
photographic montage - NCIA 
and Circle Crafts who with 
others are making a silk screened
photographic montage to hang in 
.the gallery for the show; skin 
illustration - Bev Lazonga the 
only out-of-towner in the show.
STAN'S m
mhStarts
See The iany Practical Gifts On Display
At Rea! Savings
® PROCTOR TOASTERS 
® SET OF 6 STEmARE GLASSES 
® CLOCK RADIOS with wake up alarm 
® G. E. STEAM ^ DRY IRO^S 
® TIMEX WRIST WATCHES 
® 20 LITE Mim LITE SETS









NEW In Our Lumber Yard
f- cartons of 1 x 8 Pre-finished cedar 
RANCH PANEL - ail 8 ft. lengths 
32 Bd, ft. per ctn. - each ctn.
STAINED GLASS MOBILES to delight the eye are 
created by Chris Aronson, who will be on hand at the 
‘Craftsmen and Artists At Work’ show at the art gallery





I hBvebeenasked so mariy times 
byS So; many people/ what Is a 
percolation .test? So briefly, I will 
explain what It means. ; ;
A percolatiori test Is used to 
measure the permeability of the 
soil at the depth of the proposed 
drainage field. It relates to the 
suitability of the soil for a sewage 
disposal field bn property where 
there Is rio sewage connection. The j 
percolation test will determine the 
length of drainage pipe in the 
absorption field which will be 
required for the dwelling to be
built.vv^; V ,
NOW; let's start from the 
beginning • suppose you have a lot 
or you buy one, taking Into con­
sideration that there ,1s no sewer 
hook-up and possibly there will not 
be any for years to con\o, and you 
want to build or you want to sell 
your lot. Anyway, let's say you 
want to build a three bedroom 
home, since we ore only concerned 
with sewage disposal waste. First 
a percolation test must be con­
ducted on the site, four to six test 
holes are dug to the required depth 
of tho proposed absorption field 
trench. At this point in Iho 
procedure, the soil should be 
examined for some Indication of 
composition and oxpoctod per­
colation rate; After the test holes 
hove been duo, water Is poured 
Into the holes in order to soak tho 
ground around the test hole, it tho 
wator.idlsappears «t a fast rate, it 
Is best to pre-soak; tho holes - 
twenty fobr hours should be 
allowed before the final tost Is 
done, The test will determine the 
rate, which Is a measure of the 
time In mlnufoa (or the water level 
In a hole to drop one Inch, lhat Is to 
say >" irom six Inches from the 
Iwttom to live Inches from the 
bottom of the hole, and Is recordint 
in minutes per inch. The per­
colation rate ot the absorption field 
Is the average rate of .ill the 
percolation test holes made lor 
that field. It th«"*WBter In one or 
more tost lio|os does not drop ono 
Inch within the thirty minutes, 
then the percolation test results 
are unsallstactory, theraforo test 
holes should bo moved to another 
location on the property, If all test 
holes are satisfactory. and tho 
average drop Is twenty minutes, 
tho amount of field tile required 
(or your three bedroom house will 
be tv/o hundred amt seventy lln, 
feet, Also Iho septic lank volume In 
gallons will be six hundred,
Well, you say, that's simple 
enough, but hero comes ihe straw 
that broke the earners bock — a 
four to five foot largo hole must he 
dug In Iho centre of the proposed 
disposal field which Is celled tho 
InspeciKm hole •— a soil sample 
test Is taken from this level. The 
ttuil texture indicaiw the amourvi 
of sand, allt and clay In the soil, 
also If hard pan is encountered or 
solid rock, and the depth of the 
water table,
IS (hat If? vfHi «av .. .No the 
low sta*4t! NO person shall 
commtnca The construction or




in solid colors 
4 - 6x size range
Check design Outstanding value





By the yard in 














Complete with darts & caps
49for




Solid color with 
contrasting sleeve











m»hill»tlon of » sBptic tftnk or 
Jam»«wag«*dlipoiai lysf  uniei« a
hxxri <........nw'mit h»« ft ohialnod from tho 






UDIES BULKY jyiillg 
Solid colors #11®










ALL VARIETIES 32 ozPICKLES
U & 1
SUGAR WHITE .S lb
SUNRYPE
APPLE JUICE CLEAR 48 oz.
ROYAL





HUSKY KING SIZE 26 oz.
DOG FOOD
NEW KRAFT
PEAHUT BUTTER 32 dz JAR
CINNAMON CHOC. & BANANA 
GREEN GIANT NIBBLET
34 oz.CREAM CORH
' GREEN GIANT CUT '
GREEN BEAHS 14 oz.
MAXWELL HOUSE A.P.COFFEE PACK 17.6 02. 15
LOCAL;
POTATOES No. 3 3.'} Ib sack













COHAGE ROLL 29No. I lb.
m
ORDER YOUR XMAS TURKEYS NOW!!
Look for More In Store Specials
T
FOOD CENTRE
(or far WI-: HEWERV!-: TH!-;, RIGHT' TO QU,\NITIES.
{mi
PORK BUn ROASTS jy 
BEEF LIVER jy
2471 BEACON AVENUE 6561731
